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Developing

YOU

Printing

+

read so

much these days about "STYLE"
in Men's Clothes.
You want Something else besides
style.

Enlarging
Cameras
We make a specialty of Arna-

You want fit
You want wear

Get Your Diplomas Framed

you want clothes that will hold shape
and give satisfactory service.

A new line of Graduation Cards
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Stationery for summer

investigate our clothes supremacy.
You will not regret coming.

Film

! teur Finishing, and of Framing.

!

hear and
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To the Young Ladies Who Appreciate
Tasteful Originality
A FINE STORE WHERE BLOUSES, SILK AND WOOLEN SWEATERS
SCARFS AND UNDERWEAR OF SMART STYLE AND
VERY UNUSUAL QUALITY, ARE FOUND.
Whatever you do, or wherever you go, you can solve your style problem at
this store.

.

....................................................................
WILLIAM CHRISTMAS, 87 Main Street.
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Your first glimpse of the man or woman who
wears

Yates' Shoes
is sufficient to show
that they are on excellent terms with Fashion

Everything in the store l 0 % to
30 % less than regular prices

A. O. Yates Shoe Co•

21 Hammond St.
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A Box of
Our Best
1s the most acceptable to her of all candies.
She knows by experience that they have the
most <l elic ious flavor of any candies in addition to bei ng the purest that can be
produced. A pound or a five pound box occasio nally will make he r h appy.

THE

APOLLO

l l~ Main Street

Bangor, Maine

••••••••••••••••• •++ ••••••••••••••••••••• • ••• •++

Special Announcement

T

HE Ma nage ment of the Apollo Candy Shop wishes to inform the people of Bangor that the top floor of same Building is b ein g fi tted as a first class T ea Room, which will be

know n as "The Rose Parrot."
Dainty Lu ncheons and the highest grade of Tea and Coffee will
be served .

Best of music.

Dancing afternoon and evening.

Under the Management of Miss Helen

J. Seavey

Openi ng annou nce ment will appear in local papers when ready.

WATCH FOR THE OPENING
• -+-+--+-+-+-+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Patronize the Advertisers
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Compliments

Bangor Opera House
Devoted to

B. & S. Selective Vaudeville
Superior Photo Plays
Operatic, Dramatic and
Comedy Attractions
Bangor Theatre's Inc. Lessees
Alfred S. Black, President
H. W. Hutchinson 9 Director
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Patronize Our AdvertlHr•
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Ladies:-

Photography in all its Branches
Amateur Developing and Printing

CHALMERS'·
Studio

23 Hammond St.

I. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!
All kinds of Picture Framing
Supplies for the Amateur

'~ .-+-+-+-•

When in need of Buttons
made up to match your
garments, try

HUTCHINGS
14 Central St.,

Bangor

A corn Buttons are My Specialty

1·

All mail orders given prompt attention
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • <$>
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:rsr"ant, Jeweler
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WILBUR S. COCHRANE
TEACHER OF PIANO
SIGHT READING, EAR TRAINING AND KEYBOARD HARMONY
Telephone 1503-R

Studio, 68 Fifth Street
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I Bovs

DON'T SMOKE

Until you are old enough and fully
developed, then GET BACI< OF A

B. CJ. M.

THEY ARE MILD BUT VERY TASTY AND AROMA TIC

1.. ..............
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THE

BEAL
USINESS COLLEGE

YOUNG PEOPLE! Remember that there is no education that
costs so little and pays so much as a Business Course.
Decide to study at this College after graduating.
50 Coltunbia Street, Next to City Holl

Free Catalog

I
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SO C A N HIS BOY

DAD PLAYS H ERE

GOODWIN'S BILLIARD HALL
F rank D. Goodwin , Prop.

7 Hammond Street

Patronized by Bangor's leading business men. A perfectly clean, wholesome, safe place for
your boy. Minors can play only with parent's consent, and never in school hours.
P arents:-We urge you to call any time and know how we can amuse and protect your boy.

................. ...............................................
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ESSEX PHARMACY
Prescriptions

Soda and Cigars

Cor. State and Essex Sts.

Bangor, Maine

.............................................................................
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FRANCIS G.
Bells and Xylophone Soloist
Bangor Band, Bangor Symphony Orchestra and O'~ara's Orchestra

Tel. 2679.. M

16 Webster Avenue

•••••••• ++++++• ...................................................... .
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A Portrait by Perry Studio
The kind you like to show your friends
The kind they like to see- -

Not High Priced
We Make Class Pictures

PERRY STUDIO
Bangor, Maine

Phone Connection

Phone Connection

Branches at Pittsfield and Old Town

~

.......................................................................
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Compliments of

GRAPHIC THEATRE
Continuous Show from l 2.30 to l 0.30

.....................................................................
...................... .............................................•
~

~

Manhattan Shirts

Lamson & Hubbard Hats

We have an exceptionally fine line of

Ready-to-wear Suits at Very Attractive Prices
Our Made-to-measure Clothes Start at $50.00
and there are some wonderful fabrics at that price

McCann' s Quality Shop, 12 StC!lte St.

.,

....................................................................
E. & W. Collars

Rain Coats

Patronize Our Advertlaera
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You Just Know Ifs Good
T

I

HERE is something abou t the very cleanliness
and simplicity of the new model porcelain finished
Cabinet Gas Ranges that intuitively tells you th at
things cooked upon it simply must be good.

Gas Cooking is Thrift Cooking
'l'hrift , because of the saving in time-in labor-in fuel- and
in foods over all other methods. Just half the lime and half
the effort and the trick is done.

W e are showing a wonderful ass ortment of brand new Ranges.
No w i s the time to purchase.

TER.M PAYMENTS

i

Telephone 555

BANGOR GAS LIGHT CO.
18 CENTRAL ST.

. ........ .... .... ..........,................................................
Patron ize Our Adverti1era
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COMPLIMENTS OF

THE NEW YORK SYNDICATE
118 MAIN STREET! BANGOR, MAINE

......................................................................

~
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FREYtS---Central Streetts Leading Cafe
If you want a Nice Dinner
or a Quick Lunch Try Us
We are Headquarters for

BROILED LIVE LOBSTERS, BAKED STUFFED, SALADS,
STEAKS, CHOPS AND FISH
LADIES' DINING ROOM UPSTAIRS

FREYtS CAFE
BANGOR, MAINE

30-32 CENTRAL ST.

........................................................................
Patronize Our AdvertlHra
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Pictures, Picture Framing, Stationery,
Fountain Pens, Greeting Cards
and Art Novelties

THE W. H. GORHAM CO.
54 State Street, Bangor, Maine
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~ompliments

of

Palace of Sweets Co.
HOME MADE CANDIES
ICE CREAM
56 Main Street, Bangor, Maine
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KENDALL-WINCH

DIEGES&CLUST

COMPANY

MANUFACTURING
SPECIALTY JEWELERS

HOW about your tackle
Mr. Fisherman? We
carry a Full Line of the
Best Tackle Made. Let
us serve you.

Class Rings
Class Pins
Medals

149 TREMONT STREET

25 Central Street
• .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -<$>

BOSTON

MASS •
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Bangor Kandy Kitchen
Fine Confectionery

Ice Cream Parlors in Connection

Geo. N. Brountas
~

68 Main St., Bangor

...................................................................
....... .......... ................................................................
~
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Compliments of

A. H. Kane
Groceries and Provisions
186 Ohio Street

Tel. Con .

Bangor, Me-.

.,....................................................................
Patron lze Our Advertisers

To Students

A Call

The world is calling for young men and women to take
their places in the ranks of Progress.
Whether you continue your education in College or: step
at once from High School into the active duties of life you will
find a growing Savings account of great assistance.
Start one now at this Bank.

............................................................................. .
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C. WINFIELD RICHMOND
PIANIST AND TEACHER

Summer Address: 123, faubourg St. Honore, Paris, France

Nineteenth Season, Sept. I3th

...........................................
...........................................................................
.
STUDIO IN THE PEARL BUILDING

(Entire Top floor)

························"~

~

SELECT THE RIGHT BANK
To young men and women starting in
business, the selection of the bank most suited
to their needs,--the most liberal, most accommodating bank is of prime importance. It
may easily mean the difference between success and failure.
We have a great many young people among our customers; we have helped
a great many to success in business. We stand ready to co-operate with you and
assist you by every means at our command.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
"THE BANK OF SAFETY AND SERVICE"
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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The Oracle Staff
Carl W. Meinecke, '20 ................................................................................. Editor-in-Chief
Lloyd M. Dearborn, '21. ........................................................................ .Business Manager
Theodore Butler, '21. ............................................ ................................... Associate Editor
LITERARY
Ruth C. McCabe, '20
Elizabeth P. Chandler, '20
LOCAL
PS LAMS
Dorothy E. Mossier, '20
Dorothy Freese, '20
Paul E . Watson, 122
Ruth T . Clough, '21
ALUMNI
MILITARY
EXCHANGE
Dorot hy Ewer, '20
Herbert E. Bragg, '20
John G. L. Caulfield, '20
Lovis Sawyer, '21
ATHLETICS
ART CONTRIBUTORS
H. Eugene Macdonald, '20
F. Gilbert Hills, '20
James T. McAloon, '20
Roy Do ugherty, '21
}
Clifford E . Stevenson, '22 ASSISTANT BUSINESS MANAGERS
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This Number
Dedicated to Class of 1920
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HARRY LUTZ
NEWLAND TAYLOR
LLOYD SEWALL
DAVID RIDER
IVAN HOLMES
RODNEY JENNINGS
WALTER WATSON
WILLIAM HOUGH
HARTWELL LEWIS
STUART ROBINSON
WILLIAM STEWART
FRANK RAND
OSCAR DAVIS
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THERESA THOMPSON

HENRY D. HERSEY

Vice-President

President

OFFICERS
CLASS OF 1920

RUTH E . HENDERSON

Secretary

THOMAS JORDAN

Treasurer

"Finished Y et Beginning ."
Alpert, Morris D.
Morris came from Russia,
but he's not a Bolshevist; if
there were forty-eight hours in
a day he would have use for
them all. He leaves B. H . S.
after one year of work to become a violinist of renown.
Orchestra, 1.

Anderson,

M.

Helen

"Tee Dee"

Helen must surely be accuslomed to the letter A, for
not only does it begin her name
- il appears spattered all over
her papers, exams and things.

Ambrose, Helen G. "Nellie"
Ah! whom have we here? A
second Hel en of Troy? Helen
refuses to discu ss her dangerous tendencies. She just studies-(mostly).

Babcock, Edward

"Eddie"
Hats ofC! boys to "Eddie",
In lessons he's never quite ready
But when it comes to "Brewer"
He'll be right t h ere we're sure!

Anderson, Gertrude
"A wise old owl sat on an oak,
The more he saw, the less he
spoke,
The less he spoke, the more he
heard,
\ Vhy can't we be like that wise
bird?"
Gerlrude follows this adage
closely. We w ish you good luck
in your college career.

Bacon, Henry I.
"Poddy"
Altha' he's called "Poddy," we
all can see why
He's been named the good
sport, the all-around guy;
For he's famous in basketball,
football and track,
And once slarted on State
street he never turns back,
'Ti!----

Ji1ootbitll, 2.
B asketball,
(Captain). Track, 1.

2.

Baker, Harry P.
He can tell you t h e p rice of
cheese per pound and of rnaple
sugar a quart, and he sells
lunch tickets like a streak. We
prophesy a business career.

Beane, Rosa L.
' 'Beanie' '
Smile AJI the While-that's
RoHa. Her lessons never worry her; in fact nothin g doesnot even flunks. We suppose
Boston will soon be proud to
claim another "Beane".

Baker, Rena L.
Although her voice is "sweet
and low" beware! There is a
twinkle in her eye w h ich means
mischief.
May il be known
that Rena never missed a lesson.
Ca d c-t D c-butanto, t. G irls' D c batin~ Soclc-t y, 2.

Berson, Rose
" Rosie"
She is an energetic little
Commercial and though she
doesn't Joo!{ talkative, have you
ever hen.rd her in a debate?
G irls' D ebaUng· Society , 4 .

Ball, Marcia A.
" P eace-M a ker"
'Tis said that all good things
come in smaJI packages neatly
rapt up.
It certainly applies, lo perfection, in this case.

Blake, Beatrice
M. " Betty"
This little lass has been with
us only a year but we thin!{
she likes us and we're sure we
like her. Beatrice excels in
Mathematics.

Baumann, Fredric W.

"Fred"
Fred is Denny O'Neil's right
hand man when he p lays his
clarinet in the band and orchestra-he even played in the
orchestra two years before he
entered High school
B a nd , (solo c lariuo t) , 4. A ss is tan t Band l\lastcr. 0 1·ch cst1·a , 6 .

Bond, Granville M.
" K ewp" "Swed e"
You all know this fellow, Bond,
He's known well by "tout le
monde."
llis proverbial srnile,
A stone would beguile,
'l'hry (Jacli s, not stones) fall for
him, brunette or blonde.
l •'<><>tba ll , 2.
Basketball, 1.
'l'rack, 1.

Brackett, Geraldine A.
"Jerry"
We wonder if Jerry has been
taking a special course this
year. It has not seemed to be
necessary for her to get to
school before 8.30. Her motto is
"pleasure before business."

Carlin, Thomas J.
"Tommie"
One of our French horn
artists.
You should see him
puff out his cheeks and make a
tune. Music in chapel would
not be anywhere if it wasn't for
"Ton1n1ie.'

1

Band, 4.

Bragg, Eleanor W.

"Ellie"

"Ellie" left us this winter an·d
went to Barbados. She says the
palm trees there were wonderful but they couldn't compare
with our native trees, so she
was glad to get back.
Cadet Debutanto, 1.
Sell!LorJunior pJay, 2. Junior ExbibiLlon. LaLln play, 1.

Carter, George L.
One of Madame 's pets! We
expect to see him back at High
in a few years, as assistant
French Reader!
Madame will
have forgotten by then the difference between "pou" and
"peu".

Bragg, Herbert E. " Herbie"
Herbert has to travei a lot to
be with us every day but he's
right here. He always gets his
lessons and still finds time to
take care of the Oracle's Exchanges.
01·acle Board, 1. First Honor
E!>Say.

Chalmers, Philip
C. "Phil"
Phil's sober expression doesn't
com from worry about studies
but from worry about pleasures.
He can never find "where it's
all coming from," but it comes
just the same.
C'adct.s kUld R . 0. T. C., 4.,
(Captain).
Oracle, 2., (Bus.
l\Igr. Re-signed). Track :M:anager, 1. Latin Play, 1. 01•chestrct, 2.

Brown, Ruby,

"Sis"

Who or what does she see
with that pensive look? We
wonder.

Chandler Elizabeth
P. "Betty"
Hail lo our scholar! For the
past year Betty has shown special interest in certain French
words. In a few years we expect she will be some kind of
a doctor.
Git-ls' Debating Society, 4.,
(Vico-p1·esident). Oracle Board,
1. Seniol'-Junior play, 1. Medal
Essay-Ar'IDy Contest.

Chase, Donald L.

"Don"

A mighty decent fellow
Although you're quiet, Don;
But your head's for sornething
else besides
Just to keep your collar on.

Cohen, Ida "Ida"
Do you want to know something about astronomy?
Aslc Ida.
Do you want to know something about philosophy?
Ask Ida.
I tell you she's a regular
walking human encyclopedia.

Christmas, A. Dewey,
A very quiet lad but none t h e
less a jo lJ y, good fellow. Dewey's pet pastime is sawing wood
(violin).
01·cl1 es tt·a , 4 .

Cole, Bessie L.
A patter of feet-a winsome
sn1ile,
A bit of sunshine flashes past;

\Ve turn to gaze and she is gone
But the memory of her will
lasl.
I

Clough, Josephine B.

"Jo"

Jo has proved to us that she
can do everything and do it
well.
Debate1-, Actress,
Poet
and Greek student. When she
drills her .l!'reshn1an company
then you see still another unsuspected talent.
Girls'
D c baLing
Soci e t y,
3.
(Preside n t ).
" Oracl e" Boarcl,
1.
Gid Cad e ts, 2 ., (Captain).
Ua.LCs L eagu e D e bate , 1. Scni o r-J wlior play,, 1. " D espatches
for \Va s lliug·LOn." Olass Ode.
I

Coney, Alice G. " Lish"
Alice's favorite expression is :
-"Is that the last gong? Oh,
dear, am l late?" If school had
begun a half m in u te earlier,
Alice would have spent most
of her afternoons; for the last
four years in 201.

Coburn, Helen F.

"Mike"

She may look quiet but look
again,
See those merr~ eyes :tnd that
sntile,
She likes fun as well as the rest,
She has on ly been with us a
year
Having just come from Presque
Isle.

Connor, Lawrence
C.

"Larry"

When Lany dances the ghost
of Vernon Castle trembles with
jealousy. He is also some l'il
cornet player.
Baud , 4. 01·ell cs tra, 4 . Cadc t,s
aml lt. 0 . T. C., 4., (Second
J~icutem:wt ).

Copeland, Mary L. "Marie"
This demure looking person
is one of the "A" girls. She is
a "Math" shark, having braved
the depths of "Solid and Trig"
Her favorite occupation is going to Brewer.
Ca cle t D e butanLe, 1.

Cunningham, Hazel F.
For a first c lass performance
of Romeo and Juliet we refer
you to the third floor balcony
at recess. We hope for a happier ending than Shakespeare's.

Crimmin, Hester
Yes, here is Hester, the quiet.
little miss. She's a very good
scholar, what more can one
want.
However, one mustn't
suspect her of being as demure
as she looks.

Daley Anna R.
Can she make an appl e pie?
We'll say she can!
Can she maim you laugh until
you cry? We'll say she can!
And when it comes to acting
and speaking, oh my! We'll
say she can!
Cade t D e butaJlte, 3. (Capt.a.in).
Soph. p la y .
Junion E xhibitio n M e dal. Class Iliswry.

Crowley, Mark T. " M a r c us"
Mark is the champion heavyweight of B. H. S. He has a
passion for ghost stories and
we are a ll looking forward to
the time when he and Sir Olivep will go into company toB >wcl , 4. Senate, 1.

Darling, Ethel J.
' 'Darling''
Darling by name and darling
by natJre, Ethel is our m u sician . She is guaranteed to play
music without pain (to her
a.ud.Emce).

)rchestra.

Croxford, Paul M.
Paul is one of the stars of the
Class. He enjoys Latin "beaucoup" particu larly Sight Class
and he has made quite a stir
as a public speaker.
An all
around good fellow and student.
L a tin Pla y, 1.
Junio 1• Vohu1 tec1·s, 2.
Junio1· E xhibition.
Sena te,
2,
(Yicc-p1-csiclen t).
B ates L e a gw :i D e bate, 1. Lyford Sp e aking Con test. Ilon or
Bssal'.

Day, Constance
Constance has only been with
us two years, and has always
been the very essence of quietness. In fact she is so very demure that this is all we can say
about her.

Day, Kenneth F.

"Ken" ·

Kenneth's great ambition is
to be a farmer, isn't it Ken?
We'll bet he'll be a banker tho.
Cadets, 2.

Estabrook, Edithe
"Laugh, and the world laughs
with you,
Stu dy and you study alone !"
For further i nformation i nquire of V. Manning.

Dolley, Roland G. " Dollie"
'.l'his fine looking fellow came
to us in our Junior year and
captured all the girls. He still
holds them.
Marvelou s isn't he? The girls
say "Grand!"

Ewer, Dorothy F.
"Dot"
Dot has often been noticed
sending her thoughts into space
but of late they seem to be nearer home- much nearer.
The
way she gets her lessons is hidden but there are a few who
know how easy it is.
Cadet. D ebuta n te, 1.
Ora cle
B oru:d 1.

Downes, Dorothy D. "Dot"
Dot is jolly and full of fun
but once in a while we catch
her dreaming and then we
know that she can be serious.

Farhi, Blanca
This dear girl has steadily
grown into the life and ways of
Americans a nd Bangor High
until she is surely "one of us."
B lanca is w ell ltnown from her
"lig ht fantastic" and will undoubtedly outrival
Ruth St.
Denis.

Driscoll, Marjorie R.
A shy little lady
Of austere mein;
She's equally !men.
On debating and dancing,
D e ba Llng· Socie Ly, 4.
Cad e t
D e bu tan tc, 1.
Sen ior-Junior
Play, 1 . D e bating Socic t.y, ( secr ct.ar y) . Sch ool Libraria n .

Farrar, Elsie J..
Ta ll and impressive is she,
with large eyes and a wonder ful coif[ure which gives her
more trouble than her l essons.
She is qualified to write a book
on "Scenes from the Charleston
Car Window."

Farrington, Helene,

"Bill"

Latin is as easy for this rniss
as breathing is for most of us.
Helene, we admit it, you a,re a
clever young lady.

Flannigan,
Margaret M.
"Peggy"
How do you ever do il Margaret'? Do what? Why, keep
so perfectly serene and pull in
those big fat A's.
Margaret's
rnotlo is: "Never worry, never
hurry, keep pe1·fectly cool and
work lilce the very dickens."
r,aliu rtay, l.

Farrington, Ruth, "Ruthie"
Ruth is one of those who can
corn bine fun with seriousness
and not have a bad rnixture at
all. How do you do it, Ruth'?
Imtin Play, 1.

Fogg, George W.
"Foggie"
For the past four years this
young chap has robbed Bangor
High school of every inch of
knowleJge he could absO!'b.
May his sentence be--110t l<>ss
than four years-Pre:;ident of
the United Stales.

Ferris, Mary R.

"Mary"

"A friend in need is a friend
inil0ed." 'l'hat's M.i.ry- always
ready to help translate a bit of
Lalin or solve a ditTtcnll problem in Algebra.

Fogg, Margaret
"Peggy"
Thi:; lady's favorite pastime
is drifting ove1· the ivories with
tlw bards sublime for hours at
a. lime. She's just the dearest
girl ever and rather fond o.[
"parts."

Finnigan, Myles T. "Mickey"
.Just a l>it of the blarney,
Bit of Killarney, too,
:.\Iickey, Captain Mickey,
Can you blame anyone for
wishing good luck lo you'?
"Out \\'<'St". Athletic Council.
Foot hall, :~. (Capt:du).

Freese,

C.

Dorothy

"Do.t"

An all-around sport and a brilliant too.
A full-fledged "Baked Bean,"
and an author true blue.
Deba tiug Societ y, 4.
Scnjor,J u11i<Jl' 11lay, 1. Honor· Essay.
Girls' Debating society, (treas-

urer).

Oracle Board, 2.

French, Mildred M.

"Mid"

Why Mid always h as a different opinion is a puzzling
question.
Her most frequent
expression is "I've got to study
for a History exam this afternoon."
Gil'ls'
Dehating
Society,
4.
(Scc1·ctary).
Juniot·
SemiFitHllls.

Grant, George N.
George's Che1n'stry !experiments are original and almost
fatal. He is quiet in a c rowd
hut "When you get him alon e,
:vou'd be sururised."
Cmlc•s rmcl R. 0 . T. C., 3. Senate, l.

"Eddie"

Frost, Ethel I.

Nothimo: worries Ethel or
nisturhs her calm dignity and
when you get to know her . she
is not at a ll what h er name
implies.

Grav, Ruth M.
"Ruthie"
Ruthie J<eeps no trv3t with
worrv.
DrivPq 01111 C"re awav.
Has a ~m il e for all whn meet
her,
Winsome Ruthie Gray.

()nr

nohle

"Mf'f;orn1a~k"

Ant'! Min~trf'l Show <tar.
'W°P'rf' s11rp in ch at line
H'>< famf' will rPach far'
"Ont
lVest.".
Footh<tll,
3.
BaskC'tbaH. 1 . "'•'a<''' 1.

Griffin. Matilda S.
"Tillie"

Tillie's

ri::i.n1e

is

r::tthRr rnis-

leanine-. She certainly i10p< not
helone- among- a,,v olfl f:>shionerl flowers.
Indeed, she's
ouite a la mode.

f!,.ld'!tein. David M.
"D;ivv 'Rou~h 'Em Up'
Gnldstein"
"Rip Vnn Winkle" Goldstein , a
"leeuv kid.
His fnme in :>thletics is far
from being hid.
He's monest anrl retiring ~.nd
Madamr"s right hand man.
Dave >:"IVS he'll never make It
hut we all know hP e:>n.
Football. 2.
TlaskNball. 2 .

Gustin. Richa~d
W. "Gus"
"Dick"
Diek once wpnt to a cln~si,.al
institute hut l'fe there 'vas too
tn110e- r111d too full of stnc'l:v.. RO he Jpft.
A great future as fl
"movie" operator i R prPrlictecl
for our R . O. T . C . exoert.

Cadets ancl R . 0. T. 0., 3.

Hall, Mar ion,
To be sure she is small but
then, we like small people, who
certainly seem to te quiet and
attentive in class but- it mak•'s
us wonder, perh,tps we' ll find
out so·11e day.

Harris, Dorothy
M. "Molly"
Dot is looking forward to being a dignified alumna. We
advise you to be a R d Cross
::--<urse, considering yo11 possess
such a sunny dispos tion.
0

Hammond, Alice L.
''Bunches''
A lice has chosen a calling

Quite suited to her mind,
!•'or ful'ther informn,tion
Inquire al American Express.

Hayward, Morris,
"Mouse"
Morris just goes crazy when
there's no school, and if there
never was any r ! ! ! !

Hanson William P.

"Bill"

One of our recruits made into a man. He is a giant, you
ought to hear him "bawl 'em
out."
Cadets a nd R. O. 'l'. C., 3. (First
Scrgca nL).

Henderson,

Ruth E.

Along Came Ruth
And to tell the truthShe has a hard time deciding
whether tn stand up for Bowdoin or Maine. Ask Rulh to
tell you about Ca!ifornia when
you have an hour or two to
spar e .

Cadet DebuLanto. C la ~s Sccre·
tury, 2. Honor Essay.

Harris, Belle,
Belle's greatest am hi! ion is to
be a prirna donna and sing at
the Metropolitan. "Hitch your
wagon to a star" is Belle's
molto.

Hersey, Carlotta,

"Carl"
The happiest girl in the
class' She is always laughing
and lil,es to find smiles in others. This year Carlotta suddenly became devoted to typewriting and shorthand but she
has not yet given us any good
reason for her interest.
Orehcstra, 2.

Hersey, Henry D. "Henry"
Bvery so often we notice that
Henry has Jost a curl. At the
present time, hair must be
more popular for lockets than
butterflies.
Class Pr('8hlent, 3. Cad ets, 2.
,Jtrnior Scm.i-l•'inals.
ScniorJunfor play, l.
.l!~oot,ball,
1.
Baskclball, 1. Senate, 2. Latin
play, 1.

Holt, Hillis W.
"Holty"
Here is our "handsome, dashing
young
officer"-dashing
away from all girls. Ile wants
to be a Chemistry teacher and
lie called "Spud".
Let's help
him out.
Cadets aucl R. 0. 'l'. C., 4, (Seconrl J,ioutcnaut). J)ovcins. Senate, 2.

Hewey, Alice M.
Tall a11d stately with a
wealth of hair and drbamy
eyes.
She gets her lessons
out of school and that is why
She knows them so well.

Hutchins, Bentley
S. "Hutchy"
"Uood things. come in small
packages," so they say!
If that's so, ou1· "Hutchy" is
one of the best we'd say!
J3a;,cball, 1.
Ba8ketball, 1.
Scuale, 1. Cadets, 1. Tcachen:>' play.

Hillman, Leota L.

"Babe"

we must admit.
As
we look into her ever cheerful
countenance we wonder what
Fate has in store for her.
8rnall,

Jackson, Esther,
"Peggy"
Quite tall and dignified is
this member of ou1· class. She
is so quiet that you would
never know she was around,
but she's "always there with
the goods."
Girls' J)cballlig Socicly, 1.

Hills, F. Gilbert,

"Gib"

UiliJert haH come hack to
graduate with us.
·won't B.
11. 1:3. be proud in claiming him
when he wins fame bv icieans
of h ;s artist's IH·ush.
·
rJ 1·aek 1'eanl, 1. <Jadcts, 1.
1

Jacques, Frederic
S. "Freddie"
Ilere's to Carm;o, ou1· musical
lad,
He's one of tho best students a
school eve1· had,
HP's modest and retiring, but
brim full of pop,
And to his notes on the trombone all pupils keep step.
Class 'l'r<•asur·<•r , 2. Orcl1cstra,
:~.
Baud, :~. <'<ulcL<>, l. 'J'raek,
2.
".'1arll.t<L". J)oublo Qmu·tet, 1.

\ Johns, Verna M.
Verna is a student and a
good one; dignified, and respected by al I. She is so very shy
that she is unnotiGed by many
but "she's there" just the Barne.

Kamenkovitz,
Kate, "Katie"
· Here is another "A" scholar.
Katie has been a business assistant to her teachers, and llr.s
verfo1·med her duties in a
praiseworthy
manner.
That
her future will be filled with
continuous success is the conviction of all.
Jling·. Ba.inner and Graduation
conuniuccs.
;

Johnson, Nels L. "Skinney"
Gaze eve1'Yone on this blonde.
Hercules-the
fellow
who
threw his chum all over the
field at football practice .
.l•'ootball , 2.

Kelleher,
Kathaleen "Kay"
When Irish eyes are smiling,
Thal's our Kathleen.
And Faith!
Such a studious
maiden.

Jordan, Thomas E.
''Tommie''
"Tommie" is one of the real
students. He is Gus' righthand man, he is the fellow who
hands out the "dogs" What
would the lunchers do without
"Ton1n1ie ?"
Baseball, 1. J1wio1· Exhibition,
.1,yford contest, altm·nate. Orc h esll'<t. Class Ili,.;lory.

Kelleher, Mary M.
Always happy; Always the same
Keep it Mary; You'll win the
game.

Jorgenson, Anna,
'Tillie Ann"
Seriously, we recommend a
pair of dark glasses for Anna.
Tillie
Ann has to go through a seri,3s
of light gymnastics every day
to keep the "kinks" from bothering too much.
No explanation needed.

Kelley, Oscar A.
The "Stranger frorn Nowhere," somebody says, Correct. He hasn't been here as
long as some, but while he has,
we have nothing to complain
of.

Kennedy, Frrutces M "Frank"
Frances has a few faults,
passable ones. Have you seen
Frances eyes as well as l:er feet
dance'? She can be mighty serious though, when necessary,
Peter's pet!
")la1·tha". Cadet Debutantc, 2.
(('aptaiu). C lass JH·ophecy.

Lamson, George
L.
"Lampy"
This
vvavy

little
hai1·,

fellow

\Vas once

wilh

the

cnllt·d a

Cunning- h am. Ile like~ ILtzC'l
nuts, too.
Cadets all(I R. 0. 'I'. C. , :~. (f,eernul J,ioutc11a11L). Baseball, J.

Kettel, Anna M.
Th et·e is a gi1·I around our
school,
Of studying she maims no rule
H er ho!Jby is Bi rds-th at's wlmt
they say,
nut for in forni:tlion on W ·tr( w) rcns she'll answer 'nay.''

Lamson, Judith
"Aggie"

A.

A rippling laugh- then silence,
But we know hy hPr n.erry
eyes,
That she is planning misch 'e(,
1 tell you-You'd he su1·prised.

Kimball, Ellwood L.
"Kink" or "Kinky..
"Abe"
Lincoln would
have
dofCed his hat
To have h eard this lad with a
gift for that
Orate the Gettysburg Address.
H e's a true sport, none the
less.
8cn1 i-l•'luals.
Ca<lcts, 2, (Sorµeant).

Lancaster, Ralph
"Lank..

I.

One we see little of and h ear
liltle of but no doubt he is
the1·e. But ask a nyone who
really knows him if he isn't the
very best sport in the world nn
a good lime!
('adels aml R. 0. 'r. C ., :~.

Knowles, lnza B. "lgnatz"
Oh, Inza with eyes so blue,
Thet·e's lots we might say of
you,
But a
word will suffice for
you,-'' Nice!"

Largay, Mary L.
We'll lay it lo the postman
who's always mixing things
For 'tis said in 1918 she received two .Junior rings;
"C1·on1well h:ul h'H army; Napoleon, \Nater·Ioo,"
Dul for sppaking-, fun, and wiscloni, l\l a1·y'H g-ot enoug-h for
Lwo.

Ca<h t Dl hula nl<', I. J)pbaling
S<w!l'l,y, 2. 11 0 11 0 1· l•;ssa.v. "Dlspat<'lt<'s 1'01· \\'ashiuµ,tmt. S<•uior,J1111io1· play, 2.

Leonard, Frances B.
Frances is "the" social ftutte1·-by and shining light of the
class.
Perhaps
London and
Grand Paree may yet hear
Franc:es in a title role . Anyway here's wishing you luck,
Frances.
Sophomm·c play, 1. Senior-Jtu1ior p lay, 1. Cadet Debuuwtc, 1.

Lipsky, Arthur A.
"Art"
"Babe," "Jazz" Lipsky, the
"111oaning, groaning troni.bon:st1'
is what the posters call him. If
you want information about
any dance floor in Maine, ask
Art, he knows.
Orchestra, 4. Band, 4. Cadets,
amt It. 0. T. C., 3, (SccO!nd
IAeu tcn a n I,), Deven s .

Libby, Helen. Just " H elen"
Helen likes French and History and of course gets an A,
just naturally can't help it, you
know.

McCabe, C. Ruth,
We all
like her, we just
can't help it, she's so nice and
jolly. We must keep Ruthie's
picture 'cn,use some day she is
to win fame in the world of literature.
Or>LO~O Board,
2 . Semi- fi nals.
Girt.;;'
DelJaLlt1•"
SociCt)',
3.
<;ophomo r·e pl ay~

Libby, Lena A.
She is small and quiet, so you
would hardly lrnow she is
there.
She means to be a
teach er, but how will the big
boys in the back seats ever hear
what she s'l.ys?

Mcinnis, Leona C.
A sweet little lass is Leona,
As all of h<'r friends surely own
her;
She excels in all arts, from
the rn'1.king of tarts
To the cutting out of kimonos.

Lindsey, Marion F. " M ayo n "
It is rumored that Marion
is coming back to B. H. S . and
tcaC'h French to the younger
g-ener~llion.
Good luck, Marion.
G ir ls' Debating Society, 2 .

McPherson, Clara
L. "Claire"
A most beguiling little maiden
Strays acrnss our path e2.ch day
Flver· sm'ling, ever win3ome
'vVilh
thoughtP ~eeming tar
away.

MacDonald, H. Eugene, Jr.
"Gene"

"Mac"

"Curly"

"Cnrly ' ' went out for foothall
his SeniQr yeal' "for exc,rcise"
and made half-back. His sp<.:ed
is confined to football and
track; for other things his
motto is "Take It Slow and
Easy." He wishe;:; he were
only a Junior now.
J;'ootba.U, 1. 'I'rn c l{, 3. L atin
Pl ay , 1. 01·aclc B oarll, J.

Mayo, Mona,
Mona achieved Seventy-five
credits in three years then
skipped us and has been spending the last year in Boston
University. Going some! Moreover, she's just the dearest gil'l
imaginable.

Mann, Ivie W.

"Widow"

J ust a bit serious, but when
you know Ivie better he is
quite every bit a good fellow.

Meade, John,
''Father''
Well, well, loo lc who's here;
the companion and cl ose friend
of Virgil and Aeneas! ! '? '? He
is the happ iest at 12.45 P. M.
01·ch cstra, 4

Manning, Vina M.
Ah! Here's to the girl with
the most adorable giggle! She
says it is impossib le Lo stop it.
Don't do it, Vina, we like it.

Meinecke, Carl W.
''Mike''
An exclu sive first honor inan.
He is in a class all • by hirnself
way up high. Il e is tfie ;~reat
long fellow who wrote utli11.u ·y
prose instead of poetry. Carl
wishes he "'ere a J 1mior; he
doesn't want to g r aduate now.
Orac le B oanl, 3 . ( E w tor-inchicf ) .
Lat.in play .
llon or
1£ssa y . Catl c ls anti It . 0. T. C.,
4.

( Capta in) .

Mayo, Doris A.

"Dot"

She tends sti"ictly to business,
but is always ready for a good
time. Doris is one of our class
"songbirds."
About 1930 we
expect to hear her at the Festival.
(;'aclet D c lmt.aute, 1.

Milan, Eleanor
This miss Hhould have gone
in for traclc wol'lc We are sure
she would have broken all records on the cinder path for she
keeps in perfect trim by making the distance from her home,
a mile a.way, to l\lr. Proctor's
dei<k, in 2 :~ min ates.

Mills, June E.
·what is so rare as a girl like
June?
Can anyone give us an answer"?
'Twould fetch a blush to her
cheek, I fear
To hear '19 say "I can, sir!"
Cadet D e buta n te, 1.

Nason, Janet
''Jan e''
Jane's idea of "When My Ship
Comes In," is-"When Stanl0y's Warship Sails up the
1'0nobscot." "F]venlually--why
not now?" we ask.

Morrison, Carl F.
Carl's most [lrdent wish is to
!Je an 01·ator. Some day we will
see him moving the crowds to
tears as Anthony did.
Ca d ets a ucl H. 0. T . C., 3. Sona!<', 1.

Nason, Marjorie E.
Marjorie bE'lieves in being
"seen and not heard." She is
one of our r eal students and is
never known to say "unprepared". She is so sweet and
g-ood nalu red that you could
not quarrel with her if you
tried.
CaclC't DC'butante 1.

Mossier, Dorothy E.
" D ot"

" J ack"

She's just like all other girls,
yet, oh so "different." Dot loves
lo wander through the woods.
Jack loves to curl up before a
fi1·eplace a.nd make believe,
though she does noble deeds as
well as dreams them.
Oraole Boa r d, 1. Basketball, 1.

Neal, Maydell V.

"Dell"
A very pretty name. In fact
its owner is a constant reminder of Mayflowers.

Murphy, John E.
\Ve'Jl have to hand it to John.
He's a regular shark at his
studies- until he reaches his
class room. Guess again, John.

Nelligan, Thomas
"Oil"
'rhe nickname means dilligenl, he is a hard worker who
always scores high . All A's.
He is strong for Ireland now
that he h[ls learned to chew a
ci.,-ar.
110 110 I ' B~say.
.Tu11ior Scntil<,,iJ1a l .~.
J r. R . 0. T. C. 1., (Serg·ca nt).

1

Nichols, Chester F. "Barney"
Our famous foolball manager
And singer of no less fame.
We always think of lessons? ?
Jn connection wilh his name.
~fanag·ct•
J•'ootball, L
"O ut
\Vest ."

O'Connor, Elsie M.
She comes lripping to school al
ten minutes past eigh t ,
And who can answer "Why is
she late?"
But she prolests, "I have to
co111e so far."
IIoweve1" we lhink she must
co111e on the Orono cur.

Nickerson, Maude L.
"Think twice before you
spealc" Thy .modesty is a
credit to thy merits. Maude is
very qu iet and retiring in
sch ool ; we'd like lo know her
oul of school though .

O'Connor, Francis J.
''Frank''
Here's to our orator and French
"shark", too,
When Frankie's around one
never feels blue,
He's there with ''the joke, the
quip and the crank"
And when it comes to lessons
h e's there with the rank!
,Junio 1· E xhihili on,
(med al ) .
1s t in J.iyi'or<l ('on test .

Oak, Philip T.

"Phil"

Phil lets loose for 45 minutes every period-The rest of
the period h e is dignified.
Have you ever heard him recite
"Sam's Girl"? It is quite pathetic-to hear him recite it.
Class Presldent, 1. Sophomore
p !a y .
Scnior-.Junior play, 2.
,Junior E xhibitio n. Cad ets and
R. 0. ' I'. C., 4. (Major) . J1atin
pla y , 2. T r a c k Team, 1. (capta in ) . Basketb a ll , 2. Sena te . 2.

Odiorne, Virginia
"Ginny"
You know what is said about
g iggling g ir ls? Well, it's not
one bit true for Ginny. Here's
hoping there's a Junior girl as
sweet as our Virginia.
Sc-ni or-.Jnnio r play 3.
Class
Sec1"<'ta r y 2. Ca det n elrntan te, 1.

O'Connell, Margaret
"Peggy"
Resourceful, genial and merry
is she,
A sludent who never'~ been
worried hy "D."
"Peggy" must be a member
or the "Hush Club" from all
that we can hear of her .

O'Leary, Hugh F.
"Blocky"
A Jthough he'o; call eel "Blocky"
Whn.t's in a name?
Jrootball and lessons? ? ?
Will speak for hi::; fame!
Tt'ac k. Baseball.

1

O'Ree, Irving
Our stenographic shark. Life
for him is one sunny day after
another. Amecican History and
Shorthanj a«e
his
favorite
studies.
As a court-reporter
he enjoys (?) ta king notes in
shorthand at the R. 0. 'l'. C.
trials .

Palmer, Lainie A.
'l'his miss, she hails from HernLon,

Just a quiet, coulltry girl.
But her witehing ways, and
that varnpish smile
Have r,~t l'om's heart a whirl.

Osbome, Arthur H.
Jfo i1 to Osborne!

'l'lle

Post Office's right

hand

n1nn,

One of "Gus· " regular patrons
And an ardent football fan.

Patten, Franees E.
"Patty" or
"Major"
'Twill be int-ores I ing to nc.1.e
That when woman gets the voto
This girl's name will be in rote
Our nn.jor!
Ca!ll"L Dcbuta11tl", 2,

Se11ior-Juniot· pl.ly. 1 .
ExJ1ihition.

Page, Pauline,

(.M:ajor).

Junior

"Polly"

We all regret the untimely
death of one of our best stu·a ents; one who had endeared
herself to her teachers and
class-mates alike.

Percival, Ethelyn,
"Et"
Another one who ti~hES fot·
A's and oh, what a catch she
lJrin'\"s home'
EthPlyn is a
gooc1 tishf'rrnan or e lse she uses
just the right kind of bait.

Palmer, Elizabeth B.
"Betty"
"Leginsl{a has talent in most
e very line,
In n1usic anrl ' :gal>h111g" she
surel» r·ap shine;
Her favorite anthc1n aR near as
we can find,
\Vrts written by '18, "The Girl
I Left DPt :n I '
St•nio1·-,Ju nior iiiay. 1. 01·dwstt a, :~ .
::\fn»ic of Class Ode.

Perkins Caro:tyn
C. "Carrie"
Soi>er mien, piercing eye,
Alwtt " " lhinki rq.;-.
'.Ve \V0;1dcr
why?
She',,; another mcmher of the
"Hush Club."

Person, Ellen C.

"Ellen"

Tall, '.'lark anfl slender. She
mety look quiet but-a"k anyore who knows lier if ~he isn't
the very best sport in the world
on a good time.

Rich, A. Jacob,
Richie teachc's English at the
nig·ht school. So1He day Professor Rich may be on a college
faculty; who l<nows '!
Step
high, Richie, it's all IJefore you.
Senate, l.

Peters, Queenie M.
If you want a poem on any
HulljE-ct, ju"t aHk Quc·eni0, fo1·
sh0 is ;t grPat poet and the pride
of her History Class.

Richardson, June
F. "Peggy"
A demure little miss
And Gf the "non-lo.llrnlive" sort
But when lessons are ov<er
There'H no i'"tter sport.
,Jnnio1· Bxhilliliou.

Pike, Wilma M.

''Willie''

A dcm ure lit lle maiden is \Vil1na,

Never i·ests till her tasks are
all done,
"Willie" then comes to vii,w and
is ready
For plenty of frolic and fun.

Ring, Chester A.
"Chet"
l\1cst fellows prefer "Bucklev's"
For "gab" ancl "lemon-lime'',
Dut Chet "sticks up for" Birch
street,
The pia~e for a jolly, good
time .

Preble, Eleanor M.
Though tall ancl stalely, a quiet
r"?1L.;s is she,
Quite as good natured as any
girl could be.
Short with us, has been her stay
A 111 <;L-class teacher she'll be
s0me clay.

Roberts, Hazel,
"Huck"
Upon fir<t m e~ti <g her, Hazel
may appear verv qmel 'tnd demure. My <le:trH! \Vail until
you !'ea 1 ly know '13!·. Tl1is is
an ex ~dplion Ll case "f appearance being cl~ceivjng. '\1 ho can
resist her witching eyes?

Robinson, Gerald,

" Jerry"

Gerald is the studious boy of
the class. Always has his lessons; never known to fail.
Ca d ets, 1.

Rudman, Rebecca
Here's to Ruddy who has
never met "Defeat". We suspect she has more knowledge
stored away in her head than
most people ever could hope
lo p0sscss.
H o n o r E&<;ay.

Rosen, Edward1E.

" Rosie"

"Rosie"
wanted to show
lhe movies for the children in
the R . 0. T. C. b u t something
happened so he didn't.
But
you should hear him knock his
opponents down in debate .
J)chaU.n g· Team, 1.

Russell, Noreen A.
Although she's b0en with us
only a while ,
She's won m<tny with her fas·2il1ating srnile,
~he's jol ly 3.nd gay L1rougtjout
tl.e whole clay
And we sure ly will rniss her
when she goes away.

Roundy, Pearl,

"Pearl"

Oh, Pearl, so studious, serious,
shy,
With wisdom sparkling from
each blue eye,
Tell us how do you get all
those nice big A's?

Sargent, Philij.p
"Phil"

A.

"Phil" is new to us yet. He
didn't come u ntil his J unior
year but we like hirn as much
as we've seen. Let us hope
more like "Phil" come in the
fut u re.
Jr. R. 0 . T . C ., 2 , ( Corpo ral).

Rowe, G. William,

"Bill"

Bill is our favorite debater
and champion French scho lar.
No one has tried so many activities and s u cceeded in them
all as lhis interesting, happy
member of the class of 1920.
Sp e akcr-Hcn1se,
2.
J1ulior
\ ' o lunlccr s, 2. L a lin Play, 1.
Bates l..iC4t g'l.t c D c bat.iJi g· T e am,
2. Seni o 1·-Jw1io r Play, 1. 'l 'ra ek,
:~.
Juuior Exhibitio n. Senat e,
2, (Pres itl e n l).
l\Ic dal Essa y .
01·aclc B o al'!!, (R es ig n e d).

Savage, Ruth H.
"Savage"
Ruth has a very sweet disposition and is usually happyespecially after a dance at
Maine. We think she must
have a great deal of shopping lo
do-on Kenduskeag bridge!
CadeL D c lmtante, 2.
Se11lorJm1lor play, 1.

Savage, Vera M.

"Vera"

This you ng lady receives A's
lJy the handsful. MathematicR
and Chemistry in no way startle
Vent.

Shaw, Francis G.
"Duke"
Francis fel t the call of the
Sunny South last year, hu t he's
back now and ready to enliven
Chapel with his little xylophone. A boy who lives to play!
01·ch cstra, 3 Y:) .
Baud, :~Yi! .
Caclets aml It. 0 . 'I'. U., 3 Y:l
(Secom! J1ic utc m111t ).

Scripture, Villa C.
Vi lla is abso lutely no relation
to any Mexican ban dit chief.
Third floor may Ile a lJit lonesome 1wxt year without Villa's
smiling· face.

Siegel, Max,
"Mac
Mac might be compared to a
cross between Solomon and Edison o r Marconi.
He takes a
great intet·est in anything mechanical and exlJects to rival
lJoth the latter two mentioned
above. W:\tch your step, M.ac!
Senate, 1.

Seabury, Fern E.
'This
blond
believes
that
sch ool is a place to stu dy and
not lo play. But on occasions
Fern can lJe as gay as the best
of them. She and Verna Johns
are rarely seen unless they
are together.

Sipprelle,
Helen W.
If anyone desires information regarding J>anan1a, he or

she should go to Helen. She
thinkH that Sonenlo is a dying
town, th·.it Aroostook County is
much more promising.

Shaughnessy, Mary H.
One of th<' famom; Commercials. "'lary can do two things
at onc·c sel l ice n·c·arn and
talk. Sh!' is always jolly and
n•acly to tel l you "all about il."

Spurling, Earle W.
lle's immac·ulatp and accuratP
In c·lothes :i n cl hooks, respectivply.

In tlw l.VP<'ing- room he sure
<101•s shine,
Doc•s he C'\'('l' fli l't'! OC'c·as ionall.v.

Stanhope, Arthur L.
"Stump"
Another of our noble band.
The man with the four valve
Ford-Pacl{ard bass horn. Also
he is a star at the bass violin.
Ile is one of the snappiest lieutenants in our battalion.
Ba11d.., 3.
Orcihest1·a,.
R. O.
'J'. C., 2, (Plrst Lieutenant).

Sullivan, Clarence
P.

"Spud"

You may try the most difficult
quiz if you will
But the rank of 100 wi;l hang
round him still.
Scinate, 1. Bat.es League D ebaLC, 1.

Stanley, Alice G.

"Stan"

Sometimes
studious
and
sometimes not! Alice has only
been with us two years, but
during those years we have
grown to lilrn her very n1uch .
Cadet Debut.ante, 1.

Sullivan, Edward
C. "Sully"
"Sully" hails from V. Z. and
has got all the ear marks of .1
real man. He is one of the
best tackles who ever stepped
in cleat shoes.

Starrett, Edna S.

"Kid"

Edna is a very busy person
indeed.
She doesn't like to
study very well but why study
when a good tirne is to be ;iad
and only a few miles away is
Maine!
Cadet Dcbutaute, 1.
SenjorJ1mior play, 1.

Sullivan, James
H. Jr. ''Tim''
A sober, thoughtful, earnest
lad. Ile never makes unnecessary noise.
He's a perfect
student and the ideal of all his
teachers. But you should see
him smile. Oh, Boy!

Stubbs, Wendell, "Stubby"
"Stubby" is one of our hard
working track n1en he always
seems to
have
hard
luck
though.
Maybe it is because
his feet are flat.

Thompson, Harry,
"Cy"
Though his home is near the
"bug-house",
ITis heart is far from there,
J<'or did you ever see him kick
the pigskin
To a landing fair and square?
J!'ootlJall, 2. Track, 3.

Thompson, Theresa A.
With a laugh and a nod she is
gone,
Cette pelile dernoiselle si coy,
Fo1· the world ever calls-call s
her on,
'Tis whispered it is a Ma;ne - !
\'ice-Presid ent
of
Class,
3.
Sophomm·o play . Sc11io 1·-Ju11ior
ph.y, l.
Cadet Debutantc, 2.
(Serg·cauL).

Turner, Pauline
D. "Polly"
She

gets her hair f1·0m lhe
golden sun,
Hct· sh inin g eyes from the stars,
Bul her stern littl e manner,
we all can see,
Must have come from thn,t old
god Mars.
C'a d el ])cbutautc, 2.
Hcnior-

,Ju nior play, 2.

Gil'I..;' Debating·

Society., l.

Tibbetts, Raymond E.
"Tib"

" Ray"

If you don't

know this shyappe~uing boy you may be docei ved, he isn't as dignified as
he looks. Have you ever seen
him dance'! We'll say he's
there.

Tweedie, Mildred
0. "Mil"
.Just a mysterious little sturlent,
A business woman,- stillWhen it comes to going 10
dances
She's
great
al
accf'pt ing
"Bil•S" .

Trainer, Carl F.
He's short and al ways happy
except in Virgil and French.
Not knowing his lesson doesn't
worry him; he's the star bluffer
of the class.

Tyler, Barbara, "Barb"
There doesn't seem to be
much connection hetlveen h:tsketball and drinking tea bul
you never can tell. As!< Baril
about her little fat friend .
•Junio1· Semi-1,'inals.

Tuck, Dorothy J.
Our Star- Dorothy reali7.es
the teacher situation, so she 1-;
going to help out the shortage
hy teaching next year. Here's
luck to you Dorothy!

Vickery, John A .
" ]. V." "Vick"
H as· clangN·ous hrown eyes,
An enviahi<' diHposilion ancl repu ta lion,
lfa s l<il!Pcl Aroostook
potato
hugs,
Patrols llrewer l>ricl g >, and,
Oh, lllat part!
1,ati n pla.v. f. 'l' ra<'k (l'am, 2.
l>ehati 11 µ,·, 2.
It. ().
(H<'<'<> n<I J,ieul{'11anl).

'r. c.,

2,

Wakely, Alberta E. "Shrimp"
She is small, dark and lively
and sh e surely can "trip the '
light fantastic toe". Shrimp
wishes there was a school where
you learn how to grow to be
just a foot taller!
Cadet D e butante, 1.
Senior Jun.ior play, 1.

White, Blair C.
Gi·ay hairs are a sign of w orry, they say,
And Blair's hair is fast getting
gray,
But do his gray hairs and
scholarly? ? looks
Prove too m u ch pondering in
books?
l\1iwager Bask e tball, 1. A th le tic Council, 3.

Wall, Adelaide M.
"Tunnybird"
T h is demu re petite little miss
has caused many a qu ic!rnned
p ul se at Bangor High. Her shy
way makes for her many
frien ds. "Come pensive" Adelaide, smile for us like "Tunnyb ird."
Cade t Dcbutantc, 3 , ( Captain.).
Scnior-Jt~nior play , 1.
Girls '
De bating

Society,

2.

Latin

p lay, 2.

Whitmore, A very H.
Avery's great ambition is to
hP a wireless expert. He is the
"pl u s petit garcon" of out· class.
R . 0 . '.I' . C., 1.

Wentworth H. Bernice
1,
rosy cheeked maiden,-a
student as well,
As a ll in t h e High School s u rely
''an tell;
A poet, an author, a lover of

Lit,

H er words for the school-song
indeed made a hit.
School S oug.

Witherly Frederic J.
If you

want to know how to
hring t h e dust in a dance h;, 11 to
life, ask Fred. If you want to
J{J10\V
anything
concerning
sports from baseball and canoeing to milking cows, ask Fred.

Wentworth, Hazel M.
Hazel Jives up where the
May -flowers grow and she is
every hit as sweet as they.
Class P1·ophcc.r. J,aun Play, 1.
Junio1· Senti-J!' inals.

Woods, Carolyn, "Woods"
Here we have either a future
follower of Theda Bara or a
"econd Sarah Bernhardt. Carolyn says there is a strong eond
which binds her to High school
and makes her hate to graduate.
Se1tior-Ju.nio r play, 3 . Honorable m e ntion Junior Exhibition.

Yerxa, Bernard C.

" Bob"

Of all sad words from tongue
or pen
The saddest are these, "It
n1ight have been."
Chee1· up Bob, the worsl i11 yet
to come.

Youngs, Louise D. "Louise"
Louise is a quiet little mouse
and oh, so nice we've h eard.
So a lso have we heard t h at :;;till
waters run deep.

McAloon, James T.
"Jimmie"
.Jimmie is the trial of his
French class, hut we :i.11 can't
shine with Madame. However
he has his talents, including t h e
manufactu re of poetl'y and pie·
tures. His original ideas nre
often startling but his lrnowledge is var ied and he thor nc."hly en joys life.
C lass 'l' r ea s urc r , 1. Sophl)Jllor e
play. ( 'adNs a nd R . O. T . C..,
4, (Scco11d Lie utenant).
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"A Man May Have Kno wledge Without Having Wisdom."
A great national m<~gazine recently appeared with a short article on the elk herds
0£ Wyoming.
Tt was simply a
The Van- short paragraph with the gist of
ishing E lk "We told yon so" on the last of
Herds
the Wapiti- or elk.
Ever since the settlement of that part of
t he country, the elk have been one of the
sources of meat to the people of the more
outlying districts. \Vhen the meat supply
became low- that is, \\hen the numbers of
elk began to decrease- the states in which
they roamed passed game laws for the protection of the elk. But these laws were not
quite broad enough.
The elk began coming out of the hills and mountains where
t hey were nearly inaccessible, to the foothills, where they wintered before the closed
season went into effect.

This was unfortunate, for the hunters
\\'ho had formerly shot elk only when they
needed meat, and then only when the bands
were scattered, now went out in groups to
"stock up." They met the great herds just
coming dO\vn from the mountains and the
result was that more elk were killed than
ever before.
For several years this sort of thing went
on with the result that the great elk herds
were slowly dwindling.
Movements were
started to have something done to save the
great herds, but they amounted to nothing.
Now came a step that excited the wouldbe saviors of the elk to more vigorous action; Congress passed an act permitting
stock grazing on the public lands- National
Park Reserves- in the west.
This meant
that the winter feeding grounds of the great

so
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elk herds would be practically barren and
incapable of furnishing winter food, because
cattle would have eaten the grass in the
summer.
Protests were made, but to no good; the
cattle raisers wanted that ground for grazing purposes-and they got it.
The past three winters have seen the elk
on the winter range dying by hundreds
from starvation.
The authorities of the
Yellowstone Park have tried to feed the
herds on hay, but not enough could be obtained to keep. more than a few of the elk
alive.
But a handful now remains of the once
great herd. A few more years will surely
see the complete extinction of the species
unless something is done-and done at
once.
Surely we do not want the Wapiti
to go the way of our bison and of many of
our species of birds.
Let America a wake
and protect her great game resources before it is too late!
This number of the Oracle closes the
work-of the twenty-eighth-the 1919-19200racle board.
The board has
The Oracle had a very successful year and
Past and has worked hard to keep the
Future
Oracle up to former standards.
Increased costs made this hard, but by a
slight reduction in the size of the paper the
difficulties were overcome.
By practicing rigid economy for the past
five months we have been enabled to present to the students of Bangor a June number equal to any that other years have
given: we believe it is the best yet.
Of
course the Oracle board has not done all
of the necessary work; the whole-hearted
support of the Senior class and of the many
organizations of the school meant a great

deal-more, propably, than anyone yet appreciates.
We, of the retiring board, wish to give
our sincere thanks to the Seniors and to
the organizations and to all whose contributions have helped us to make the Oracle
a publication worthy of Bangor High
school.
Next fall the Oracle board will find many
difficulties before them, but we feel confident that they will overcome them all. One
advantage they will have over the retiring
board, and that is the business manager
who will have the experience gained this
past year to help him.
We urge the support of all students for
the next year's Oracle that it may have a
more successful year and be a "bigger and
better" paper than ever before.
,
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"Honor Lies in Honest Toil."

THE LAST OF THE ROMANOFFS
Rebecca Rudman.
Honor Essay.
~=== Tis

strange that the most singularly democratic people that the
world had ever known should
-6'
have been the last in abolishing
~ tyranny and autocracy. From
~ the earliest Russian chronicles
we learn that the Slavs had neither chiefs
nor kings, and that all authority was vested
in the village council. Later when the necesity for defense against the ever pressing
Asiatics forced them to combine in larger
groups, the elders of many neighboring villages met in a larger council.
lt was upon this agricultural, peaceful
people that Dohengis Khan let loose his
horde of
inhuman Tatar horsemen.
Sweeping out of the dreary wastes of Siberia, they had overrun China and central
Asia before visiting upon Russia an orgy of
fire, pillage and murder. But booty was
not all the Tatar chieftain wanted; he built
for himself a court of barbaric magnificence
and began the parasitical existence of the
tax gatherer.
The rule of the Tatars continued for
three centuries and in that time they succeeded in suppressing every vestige of Russian democracy.
Spying, flogging, the
cruelties of the torture chamber, and all the
horrors in which the Asiatic excels became
(

rooted in Russia during this period. It was
left to the ingenuity of the later tzars to
show that at least, in inhuman fiendishness
they could excel the Tatar.
As the Tatar relaxed his hold on Russia,
the principality of Moscow, whose princes
by intermarriage with the Mongols had
gained in power, gradually brought the
other principalities under its power and its
prince proclaimed himself the "Tzar of all
the Russias." He chose for his wife the
daughter of a small noble named Roman
and thus did Anastasia Romanovna become
the first Tzarina and the founder of the
Romanoff family.
From the beginning of the Romanoff
dynasty till Alexander I. came to the
throne there are only two monarchs even
worthy of mention. The rest were pawns
and nonentities, who spent their time gratifying their lusts and brutal desires and
whose daily habits of intoxication made
them unfit to give any intelligent thought
to the needs of the empire.
The two exceptions were Peter the Great and Catharine the Great.
Both had all the vices of
the Romano:ffs who had preceded them,
but manifested an interest in the welfare of
the country and tried to introduce some reforms. Peter tried to relieve the ignorance
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of the vast majority of the people in Russia day that he decided ttl grant the reforms he
by ordering universal compulsory educa- was assassinated.
tion. He also introduced some agricultural
His successor, Nicholas II, destined to be
reforms and bettered the condition of the the last of the Romanoffs, put aside these
serfs, but his habitual vices and weaknesses reforms and, swayed by the reactionaries
kept him from completing any of his re- and Pan Slavists, embarked on a policy of
forms. Catharine had imbibed some of Russianizing the foreign elements in the
the elementary lessons of the French phil- empire and extending its sphere of inosophers on the rights of man and she in- fluence.
Finns, Poles, and Jews were the
troduced a few humanitarian reforms. worst sufferers.
Finnish nationality was
When she died Russia was still chained in destroyed. Polish schools were suppressed
the dungeons of medievalism.
and the Poles who insisted on the right to
With the reign of Alexander I. a new era their own culture and religion were flogged
begins in the story of the Romanoff dy- or exiled to Siberia. The Jews were pernasty.
The loose living and the lack of haps the worst sufferers; pogroms instiinterest in the affairs of the empire are re- gated by the Court resulted in the massacre
placed by sobriety and a desire to better of thousands.
As the heir of Dohengis
the condition of their subjects but with that Khan, Nicholas II wanted to extend his dodesire a firm determination not to give up minions in Asia and consequently brought
any portion of their "divinely bestowed" on the Japanese war.
Everyone in the
autocratic power.
From here on the story court seemed to be more interested in stealof the Romanoffs is the ghastly one of try- ing the funds that were to supply the arming to stop the a wakening of Russia.
A ies with the necessities of warfare than in
strict censorship is established, literature is the outcome of the war. The people knew
suppressed, the spying system revived and of this disloyalty, revolution broke out
expanded, the ·executioners and the torture ·afresh, and Russia received another bapchamber reestablished to flourish as in the tism of blood.
days of the Tatars.
When the minister Stolypin was assasAlexander II. came to the throne naively sinated while attending a performance at
believing that he could make autocracy so the theatre in company of the Tzar, Nichobeneficial that men would love it. He sus- las should have seen the handwriting on
pended the censorship, opened Russia to the wall. Instead of that, he filled the
travel, to science, and to foreign ideas, and prisons with the flower of Russia's youths
finally in 1861 did what the Romanoffs and the wastes of Siberia echoed with the
should have done two hundred years be- wails of exiles. He thought he could refore-he freed the serfs. It was, however, instate himself in the affections of his peotoo late to stem the tide of liberty with ple by distributing photographs, showing
these surface reforms; the dam would have himself as eating with soldiers and sailors
to go deeper to be effective, for the people or embracing a peasant.
of Russia wanted nothing that fell short of
The end comes suddenly.
While the
a constitutional government.
The Czar Tzar is at the headquarters of General
would have yielded to the popular demand Russky the people at Petrograd win over
but the clergy and the large landowners the soldiers and . seize the reins of governThe Tzar is forced to abdicate, is
whose immense holdings would be en- ment.
dangered thereby, caused him to delay. imprisoned, exiled to Siberia, and there
The delay cost him his life, for on the same where thousands had died for freedom's
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cause he pays the price for the tyranny of
the whole Romanoff dynasty-with his life.
With him to share his fate was the son and
heir that he loved so deeply.
So ended the reign of a family that
throughout was characterized by melodrama and tragedy.
Not one great man
had this family produced in three hundred

years while the horrors they inaugurated
will be remembered till a generation comes
who will find it impossible to believe that
such monsters in human shape ever lived.
[It may be interesting to know that the
writer of this essay was born in Russia,
and that her knowledge is not due merely
to reading.
M. B. Hutchings.J

IRELAND THE OPPR ESSED
Thomas Nelligan.
Honor Essay.
EARLY nine hundred years have
elapsed since Henry II, former
King of England, broke his
treaty with Ireland and allowed
an Anglo-Norman colony to be
planted on Irish soil. What a
iuu.aHuue of inexpressible sufferings has
resulted from that act of tyranny, and what
a race of people has been nearly exterminated by years of cruel war and dire
famine!
During those nine centuries Ireland has
striven to throw off the shackles of tyranny and the chains of slavery.
Her demands for freedom have been presented at
the throne of England but the answer to
these demands has always been the same:
"Your attitude towards England has been
rebellious; you cannot have your freedom."
Let the world review the history of the
events which led up to England's conquest
of Ireland and to some of the succeeding
events in Irish history and then decide
whether or not Ireland was justified in her
rebellion.
There was Ireland on one hand weakened
by internal wars and greatly in need of
aid.
On the other hand IIenry II, having inherited the Norman blood of his ancestors, was eager for conquest and looked
upon Ireland as a victim. Therefore, with
this design, Henry visited that country and

made an alliance by which Roderick was
to remain sovereign of Ireland, the Irish
princes were to retain their' power, but
were forced to pay tribute to King Henry
and the English Government.
The following year Henry appointed his
son John, Lord of Ireland, and sent Norman
nobles to plant colonies there. In a few
years the English had secured a foothold
on Irish soil.
Then followed a series of terrible wars.
Furious battles were fought at Tyconnell
and on the banks of the Baan near Connyr.
Unheard of though these names may be to
the world at large, the example of bravery
set by the Irish on these battlefields has inspired their descendants to this very day.
There lreland's youthful army fought victoriously against the Normans until the
famine of 1317 swept over the land.
Worn out by this famine but by no
means despairing, the Irish continued to
fight off their conqueror's until Oliver
Cromwell arrived in Ireland with his puritan regiments.
With this man came the climax of the
cruelties irn1 osecl upon the Irish by the imperial rulers. Every hamlet that he passed
through this fierce tyrant ordered the ruthless slaughter of innocent children and defenseless women. One historian tells us
that aged women, thrown into a cave, were
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forced to live as cannibals.
But not this
man did the Irish fear.
They struggled
against him for three long years but were
finally forced to surrender May 12, 1652.
Although Cromwell's invasion of Ireland
is considered by far the worst disaster in
Irish history, the years that followed were
by no means joyful ones.
New heroes
came forth to defend the Irish cause, but
each in his turn was either sent into exile
or condemned to the gallows. Foremost
among those heroes were Daniel O'Connell
and Robert Emmett. These men gave
their lives for the Irish cause and at their
deaths, they left their native land still
struggling to gain her independence.
And today when the world is supposed to

have been made free for Democracy, I reland still struggles to free herself from English rule. Her sons are still serving out
long sentences in the prisons of England
and her press is closed to the expression of
popular opinion.
But in spite of all the rebuff and slander
that has been cast at Ireland, her spirit
has never changed.
Every Irishman
throughout the world today is inspired with
great love Eor his native land. When Ireland's last chance for freedom has come,
her sons stand with a prayer upon their
lips, a prayer that has been the last word
uttered by Irland's heroes and the treasure
of every Irish mother's heart: "God save
Ireland."

THE E DUCAT IONAL SITUATION OF TO=DAY
Mary Largay.
Honor Essay.
UT of the turmoil of the war,
education has suddenly become
the biggest word in our national
vocabulary.
Underneath the
crust of traditions, conventions,
and institutions, runs the deep
hidden current of a new national life.
Every day increases the number of collisions between the men and methods of
yesterday and the men and methods of today. The old agriculture is gone, with the
o ld chemistry, the old cannon, the old battleships, but the most important, the old
ideals, are also dead. In the political world
the men who yesterday thought about the
little Republic, have been succeeded by men
who think in terms of the greater Republic.
The Politicians who wished to build a wall
around this country have awakened to the
fact that we have world relations and each
year buying millions of dollars' worth of
necessities from foreign countries- rubber
from Ceylon, coffee from Brazil, and tea
from China.
The great World War as if

it were over-night, has transformed the
American by widening his intellectual horizon, and has made him eager to master all
the facts about the resources of other lands
and races.
Now that the events of the War are receding into the background, we are beginning to realize it was an evangelist calling
the people of the Republic to repentance in
view of their illiteracy. For fifty years we
have boasted that our free schools have
made scholars of all our citizens when suddenly war destroyed the "illusion.
It was
a matter of national chagrin to have England and France realize that of our t wo
million young soldiers who landed in
France, two hundred
thousand could
neither read nor write. The breakdown of
our system of education has come home to
the American people with the shock of an
earthquake. An ignorant man can drive a
horse and team, but no ignorant man ca.n
handle the new locomotive, and the new
electric machines.
American life has be-
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come so complex and high-powered that thing that a man can do for the world is
there is no longer any place in the Republic to open his eyes and see what the Creator
has made and then tell others about it."
for illiterates.
The Great War has also proven to our The man who opens his eyes and sees what
people the money value of knowledge. As God }ms written on the skies gives us
a rule failure has been ignorance and suc- astronomy; the man who opens his eyes
cess was knowing how.
Leadership was and sees what God has written on the body
The teacher is the
a thing of knowledge.
The scepter was gives us physiology.
given into the hands of the man who knew. one who shows boys and girls how to see.
In every country and clime, the rich
ln every age the biggest man of his time,
was in his department the wisest man of man's college suffers today as the result of
his time.
No Homer, no Washington, or yesterday's success. The youth with hunLincoln ever was unable to read or write.
gry mind, go~s to college, succeeds in life,
The new realization, therefore, of the and later grown strong and rich, sends his
value of education is in this single fact: son to college. But there is a great difthat the American people at length have ference between the father's going to colbeen made to acknowledge that back of lege and the son's being sent to college. Inevery great thing stands a great thought, deed, the fact that the young men who reand back of every great thought stands a ceive most honor and distinction in some of
great man. Back of the liberty ·of the our colleges are the football men with
press stands a great publicist, John Milton; their big thighs, the baseball men with
back of the Constitution of the United their huge biceps. Their fathers believed
States stands a great statesman, Alexander in brains and inspiration, they believe in
Hamilton, back of the telescope stands a muscles and perspiration.
Certain of our big business men have begreat observer, Galileo.
The real wealth of a nation is in its well- come critical of a few so-called "rich men's
educated boys and girls.
The first of the colleges." These hard-headed practical men
Republic is to build the school and the col- are alarmed because a few college prolege for the production of great souls who fessors have become exponents of every
in turn can produce great things.
Ed- known fad from Bolshevism to Polygamy.
mund Burke, once said, that if our free in- But because there is a black sheep in a
stitutions were broken down, they would family, that should not condemn the whole
fail because of the difficulty of educating family. The fact that two or three univerour rulers.
In an autocracy it is easy to sity professors in the East, and several in
educate the rulers, but in a Republic, the the West are defending Bolshevism as the
education of the rulers means the education most promising social experience ever tried,
of one hundred millions of people with and are advocating industrial revolution,
and seek to ferment a class war, does not
thirty millions of children.
Some of our American schools are open mean that the overwhelming majority of
to criticism because the teachers emphasize educators are not clear-headed and sound in
facts to be known, instead of the vision that thinking.
Education should become universal and
sees the fact. Ruskin well said, "For a
thousand great thinkers, there is only one more efficient, and at this crisis of the Regreat thinker, for a thousand great thinkers public the gate is swung wide open and
there is only one great seer, the greatest each one of us should march through.
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AMER.ICANIZATION
Paul Croxford.
Honor Essay.
MERICANIZA TION is one of
the most vital questions of the
day. It is a most meaningful
word. Americanization is the
•
process in which the ideals of
America are explained and instilled into the minds of the foreigner, in
such a way that he is influenced to go forward and do the best he can for the betterment of himself and his adopted country.
To be really assimilated, one must be imbued with the great principles of •right,
truth and generosity upon which America
was built. These important elements must
he instilled not only into the hearts of those
who come here from foreign lands, but also
of those who are native Americans.
The schools play a most important part
in this stirring work. They can, and are
cooperating with the government and accomplishing surprising results.
The very
first essential is to he able to speak, read
and write the English language. A person
may have a deep sense of love and loyalty
to his adopted country and yet, if he cannot speak the language of the country, he
can in no sense feel himself a part of our
people.
No doubt that the strongest factor is the school for the children-the daily
public school.
There, they learn not only
from books but are taught our manners and
customs. The alien children take to their
homes and parents, the lessons of efficiency,
loyalty, thrift and patriotism.
Another broadening influence is the work
of Naturalization.
There is no other
agency that has the close contact with the
alien population of the whole nation, as the
bureau of naturalization.
For years, they
have asked for a standard course in citizen
instructions; now the request is granted.
A book has been published and circulated,

containing the necessary instructions. By
uniting with the public schools, a certificate of graduation is issued through the
bureau to those foreigners who have passed
the required examinations to become naturalized citizens.
This work of the bureau
means that the men will get the help to live
as Americans live, and that means to enjoy
the liberty of a democracy.
In many of the large mills and factories,
classes have been formed for .teaching the
foreigner fundamental principles.
Employers have found that when the workingman can read and write, he does his work
better, is happier, and the relations between
employer and cmploye are more satisfactory. Teachers arc employed at the expense of the various industries to furnish
this instruction.
The women should not he overlooked in
this great work.
An organized class of
foreign-born women can accomplish a great
deal. They can reach the homes where
mothers can not lea\'c their household duties to attend the schools. They can reach
the young girls who work in shops all day,
and are not allowed to attend evening
schools and also. those who work all nio-ht
0
and are debarred from these privileges.
The ignorant are taught better hygienic
conditions, better preparation of food and
how to care more intelligently for their
homes and families.
The moving picture is being used to great
advantage in educating the immigrant.
Scenes from life arc presented, and what
the foreigner could not understand from
spoken English, appeals to the eye.
Films
are obtained at a moderate price from many
bureaus in the large cities to aid in this
work.
In many large cities, clubs have been
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formed with the purpose of aiding the immigrant to voluntarily change to an American citizen.
In these clubs many thousands of the foreign-born have learned English, bookkeeping, and civics, of their own
free will.
In the short time that this plan
has been in effect, remarkable changes have
taken place. When the alien understands
that we are not forcing our ways of living
upon him, but on the other hand are opening up ways whereby he may better himself voluntarily, he will gladly adopt our
ideals and principles. These clubs furnish
instruction in music, drama, and literature
for those so inclined and also there are athletic and social activities. They work with
the idea that the way to interest people in
becoming Americans, is by showing them
what a real American is like.
The army is another great factor in the
process of assimilating the foreigner. There
are educational camps where in three
months, the average alien can learn to

speak and read English as well as the first
principles of arithmetic. If the immigrant
will consent to serve five years in the army,
he will be granted the full right of citizenship.
This plan has worked out with
most gratifying results.
America is the greatest nation in the
world and must remain so.
The great
world war is ov~r but the problems of reconstruction have only begun. The only
way that Americanization of the foreign
element can be thoroughly performed is by
reaching the heart of the immigrant. His
finer instincts must be appealed to.
Stories of the great men from other lands who
helped to build up our nation, are of great
interest to him and stimulate him to do his
best.
The aims of Americanization are
not only to promote citizenship and the
knowledge of the English language, but
also to develop an appreciation of the ideals
for which democracy stands- to make one
hundred per cent. Americans.

A TRIP DOWN THE GRAND CANYON
Ruth E. Henderson.
Honor Essay.

Y first glimpse of the Grand Canyon was at about six o'clock one
April evening. lt was dusk and
the El Tovar hotel was too far
away to cast its lights to the
edge of the brink. Stately pines
grew around the edge and behind me was
a long stretch of rolling woodland. Nothing
warned me of the nearness of the Canyon.
As I stepped to the very edge to get my
first view I stopped short in amazement
upon looking down six thousand six hundred feet into that vast abyss. My mind
stoo'cl. aghast. A feeling of terror seized me
that cannot Le put into words. There was
the silence of eternity. Although I had
crossed many mountain ranges and looked
over many precipices, never before had I

seen anything so awe inspiring as this Can yon of Arizona.
As I looked with clearer vision and
steadier head after my first sensation I saw,
thirteen miles away, the other side of the
Canyon. It was a mountain wall, a mile in
height, extendin g to the right and left as far
as the eye could reach. Between the two
sides lay a "vast incomparable void," two
hundred miles in length, presenting an un broken panorama to the east and west until the gaze could follow it no farther.
The Canyon contains a labyrinth of small
canyon in many of which the whole Yosemite could be packed away and lost. In
every direction I beheld below me a tangled
skein of mountain ranges, thousands of feet
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in height, which the Grand Canyon's walls
enclosed.
I left this broad underworld that evening wrapped in the black shades of night
and without a single sound that I could
hear to disturb its slumbers. Early the next
morning I was up and out, ready to join a
party going down to the river. There were
six of us in all and a pleasant faced guide
assigned us to mules in a corral near the
hotel. When we reached the edge of the
precipice we could see the sun shining on
the peaks in the Canyon, showing beautiful
bright colors-the prominent tints being
yellow, red, maroon, and a dull purple. It
seemed even more wonderful to me when
I realized that although these peaks are
higher than any east of the Rockies, they
are beneath our feet!
Nature has saved
this chasm from being a terrific scene of
desolation by glorifying all that it contains.
Wall after wall, turret after turret, and
mountain range after mountain range, belted with tinted strata, succeed one another
here like bellows petrified in glowing
colors.
It was a little after eight when we started down the narrow, winding path. A descent into the Canyon is essential for a
proper estimate of its details, and one can
never realize the enormity of certain cliffs
and the extent of certain valleys, till he has
gone to their base and then looked upward
to the narrowed sky. It requires four
hours to wriggle down this path and at
times the little trail, on which two mules
could not possibly pass each other, skirts a
precipice where the least mis-step would
hurl the traveler to destruction and the
turns are so sharp that the mules sometimes have to pivot around them.
The
animal I was on seemed possessed to walk
as near the edge as possible and frequently
stones would roll out from under his feet,
causing him to slip but he would always
gain a better hold and keep on terra firma,
much to my relief. In several places, the

animal put his feet together and slid dow:n
the smooth face of a slanting rock, bringing
up at the bottom with a terrific jerk.
As we descended, it grew warmer, not
only from the greater elevation of the sun
at noon, but from the fact that in this sudden drop of over six thousand feet, we had
passed through several zones of temperature.
In winter snow m~y be covering the
summits of the mountain, while at the bottom of the Canyon, it may be as warm as
summer and flowers may be Llooming.
Half way down the Bright Angel Trail
is a plateau and it must relieve many a traveler, as it did me, to have a chance to nde
straight in the saddle for a time and to see
a wider trail with no edge to drop from.
There is a little cabin still standing there,
which was built long ago by two miners,
who were digging for copper but they soon
gave up their prospecting because it was so
hard to get supplies down into the Canyon.
Herc we stopped and dismounted, leaving
our mules under the shade of some trees
while we went to a cool spring of water
and quenched our thirst.
After letting us
rest for about ten minutes, the guides started us on down the trail again.
From the plateau to the river the ride
was a hot one in all senses of the word.
Occasionally we saw dust grey lizzards,
with orange colored stripes on their backs,
gliding swiftly among rocks, cactus plants
and sage brush. As we neared our destination one place in the trail became almost
perpendicular and we had to dismount for
the safety of our mules and ourselves and
walk- or rather slide-over the loose
stones to the bottom.
At last we reached the terminus of the
lateral ravine we had been following and at
the very bottom of the Canyon rested and
ate our lunch on the bank of the Colorado.
This river w~s whirling and foaming on its
tortuous course, seething around projecting
rocks, twisting into whirlpools and rushing
over falls. "If any river in the world
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should be regarded with superstitious reverence, it is the Colorado, for it represents
to us, albeit in a diminished form, the element which has produced the miracle of the
Arizona Canyon-water."
The ascent was as delightful as the descent but we were all quieter and more
thoughtful than before.
When we looked
up at our starting point it seemed unbelievable that we had ever stood upon the
pinnacles that towered so far above us, and
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were apparently enshrouded by the slowly
moving clouds. We were quieter perhaps,
because we were realizing how small we
were-and how insignificant- in this sunken solitude.
The thought that my whole soul cried
out while seeing the Canyon and even now
while thinking of it is: "Stop Americans!
Do not go abroad! Look at your own
country first! Come here and see what
God has wrought!"

A PLEA FOR COMPULSORY MILITARY TRAINING
Carl W. Meinecke.
Honor Essay.
~===;i rTHIN

the last few months many
important pieces of legislation
have been before Congress, to be
either passed or temporarily
tabled. Among the former was
the Cummins-Esch bill, the bill
that settled the railroad situation; and
among the latter was the Army Reorganization bill, the bill that would care for the
defense of this country in time of war.
The bill provides for a gradual decrease
in the personnel of our Regular Army, and
further provides for a reserve or "citizen"
army, which would be made possible by a
system of universal, compulsory military
tra111rng. This "citizen" army would be
composed o{ three classes: an "active reserve" of young men undergoing training,
an "inactive reserve" of men above the
training age, and a "National Guard" organized along the same Jines as our presen1
militia.
At the outset, one might see in this bill
for compulsory trammg
an elaborate
scheme to militarize, to Prussianize these
United States. Indeed, some Congressmen
seem to see it in this light and object
strongly to this particular provision even
though agreeing to all the others.
The purpose of the bill is to reduce the

standing army to a m1111mum and yet to
have a nation so well prepared for defense
that any nation would hesitate to attack
us.
Militarism would never appear, for
the small standing army would be too small
for any offensive movements and the im- '
mense reserve army could be called upon
only after a declaration of war by Congress.
The reserve could not even be
rnobil.ized until after the declaration of war.
Of course, some men might be in training,
hut they would be practically useless unless
they were just completing their course
This small standing army and the inaccessibility of the reserves would act as a most
effective damper on any militaristic members of Congress.
The physical benefits to the young manhood of the country would, considered
alone, almost merit the adoption of the
plan o( compulsory trammg. Why, perhaps is the question, does the army take
those who cannot qualify physically and
build them up? No, it does not. However, a young man at eighteen, his age at
the first examination, would be most apt to
try to correct any physical defects he might
have.
Ile would, without doubt, be given
advice by the examining physician; advice
as to what his trouble might be and how
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best to remedy it. Record would probably
be made of any dangerous diseases found
upon examination.
These cases could be
acted upon by the Public Health Service
even though the victim should do nothing
himself.
In a greater degree benefits would come
from actual qualification and service of ll
young man. No army on earth takes better care of its men than does our army;
nor does any emphasize more the great necessity of personal cleanliness to real
health. It is quite reasonable to suppose
that habits such as this, taught for four
months, would not be forgotten or allowed
to lapse, especially when the young man
realized that within a year he would return
to that strict life for another month.
From another angle, yet on the physical
side, there are great benefits.
Think of
the great number of indoor workers, clerks,
factory workers, mill workers and- though
not exactly indoor workers- miners, who
would be benefited by the open air training for four months.
Camps already held
for young men of the training age have
shown that wonderful results can be accomplished in six weeks.
What, then,
could be accomplished in four months?
Certainly a great deal could be expected.
The proposed compulsory training is not
without its benefits socially. All youths,
whether from the highest of high society
or from the poorest of factory districts
would be compelled to undergo tra111111g.
No effort would be made to separate the socalled "classes," therefore they would meet
on common ground.
Four months' association on this common ground ought to
open a way to overcoming some of our
labor difficulties.
Some people might try to use the provision for t'h e Reserve Officers' Training

Corps as a proof against the democratic
mixing just mentioned. Those people must
remember that the R. 0. T. C. is one of the
greatest helps to a young man working his
way through college; and a young man
who works his way through is not one of
the select "upper class."
Now let us consider the training on another side- that of education.
The policy
of the new army is to educate the soldier
while he is serving.
This policy would be
carried to the training period and thus
many men who would otherwise have only
a very meager education would be greatly
aided in their later life.
Giving an education to a man while he
would be in his training period would greatly decrease the number of actual illiterates
and of those who read or write some language other than English. A great many
cases of this sort were found while examining men for service during the war.
By
eliminating these cases a great stride would
be made towards the wiping out of radical
influences, as illiterates and non-Englishspeaking people are the best disciples of
violence.
The obvious bettering of the defenses of
the country needs scarcely a word.
With
the immense reserve army, ready trained,
this nation could make a speedy end to any
war into which it might be dragged.
A
favorable and honorable peace, with a great
saving of men and munitions, would be the
result.
Considered from all angles, universal,
compulsory military training could not but
be a boon to this country.
Let us hope
that. our lawmakers at Washington will see
the proposal in this light and make the
future of the Unit.eel States better and
safer.

Josephine B. Clough.
At the threshold of Life we are waiting;
We are ready to enter the fray
E'er the dawn of another morn rising
Shall herald the break of the day;
No longer-in pathways well-trodden,
As the days fleeting onward will glide,
We shall walk, sharing each other's
burdens;
For tonight our ways must divide.
We would fain tarry longer together,
In the bonds of true friendship's fast
chain;
But Life has her goal for us ever,A quest which we all must attain;
Now- the future is calling us onward,
Ever onward to join in the fight
With the challenging hosts of the thousands
To further the triumph of Right.
Alas, it is come! our parting,
And the moment to bid sad good-bye;
Jn the years which before us are stretching,
May we each towards that goal onward
strive;
Though the path may perchance oft seem
rocky,
And obstacles oft block the way,
May we still push forward to vict'ry,
Till the hour of our triumphal day.

" We Only Part to Meet Again.''
This is the graduation, the June number
of the Oracle.
How quickly the school
year has passed, vacation time is almost
here, the time so welcomed by us all. And
even though it has not been a hard year like
the last, still we close our books, with sighs
oE relief. A happy vacation to all!
Upon the resignation of Mr. Eaton from
the position of principal of Bangor High,
the School Board appointed Mr. Proctor to
fill the vacancy. The new principal has
been with us for two years as sub-master
and as an instructor of mathematics.
Mr.
Trickey, who is the head of the Science department, is to be sub-master.
Mr. True C. Morrill has been elected superintendent of the Bangor schools. Mr.
Morrill was formerly superintendent of the
schools at Norway, Maine.
J le took up
his work here the middle of last month.
At an inspection recently held at the
school by Col. Palmer, the R. 0. T. C. unit
of Bangor liigh was highly praised for its
efficiency and splendid appearance on review.
The battalion \\'as indeed in its
best form and as it rnanoeuvrecl about
Broadv\·ay park, lines of spectators watched
with intense interest the complicated movements.
The boys entered completely into
the spirit of the occasion. After the formal
ceremonies, Col. Palmer was given an exhibition of tent pitching, bayonet work and
physical drill, which was considered hy all

witnesses to be perEect in every detail. The
test was a difficult one but as usual the battalion came out with flying colors.
On May 7, the girl cadets of the Bangor
1J igh School presented to the public a military ball and exhibition, which truly surpassed all expectations. No one indeed realized that mere girls were capable of rendering such a true to life military affair but
even the most critical observer was satisfied,
and praise for these soldierly young ladies
resounds far and wide.
In spite of many
obstacles the affair was a complete success
and over $150 was netted.
The greater
part of this amount will be used to purchase a new set of bleachers for the athletic field and the remainder will be invested in a handsome set of books, to be
given to the school library to preserve the
memory of this famous battalion.
A short time ago, Capt. McCord briefly
add ressec) the male rnern bcrs of the school
in regard to organizing a track team.
He
clearly pointed out the fact that in a school
of such size it was truly a disgrace not to
make some effort along these lines. The
student body gallantly responded and some
very valuable material has already been
presented.
.John O'Leary, IIenry Bacon,
Clyde Swett, John Vickery, Russell Fairbrother, William Ro\\·c, John McAloon and
James McAloon have entered the list and
Philip Chalmers, the track manager, reports
the prospects of many more. All these lads
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a re exceeding ly speedy and under the directio n o f Capt. McCord, th ey sho uld p roduce
a winnin g co mbin a tio n fo r Bangor Hi g h o n
th e cinder pa th.
F or a lo ng tim e th e Seni ors have been
enthusiastically w orking o n th e mus ic for
g ra duati o n. T hi s year th ey a re rehearsing
some beautiful so ngs a nd everyo ne a nti cipates o m e wonderful music !

In Memoriam
Frank E. Watson,
Class of 1921.

O ne mo rnin g a t chapel, Paul Croxford
a nd F ra ncis O'Conn or, w ho parti cipat ed in
the Lyford Speaking Co ntest at Colby, deli vered t h eir selections t o th e school. Both
boys did spl endi dly, as was p roven May 14.
C roxford got as fa r as the sem i-fi nals whil e
O'Co nno r t ook fi rst p ri ze.
M iss Ma ry Robinson m et th e Seni or g irls
to t alk about dresses fo r Grad uation Exercises. It was cl eciclecl that a si mple a fternoon gown, not new for th e occasion, woul d
be best for a ba nquet dress, a nd fo r graduati o n itself, a w hite dress, qui te pl a in, i
most a pp rop ri at e. As a l ways, t he g irl s are
t ry in g to ad here to s implicity.
Ralph Jordan, o ne of the stars of o ur
ba ketba ll :five d urin g th e past season , was
la t ely elected captain fo r 1920-'2 1 by th e
men o f t he school who won t heir letters.
Jorda n st arred ma ny tim e d u ring t h e past
year, a nd hi s splendid playing as fo r ward,
won for hi m many favorab le com m ents and
words of praise from o utside t he chool.

It is with th e h earty good will of all that
he receives th e coveted title.
T he seni o rs had thei r g raduation pictures
tak en earl y a nd for q uite a wh ile teachers
have bee n a nn oyed by the freq uent poppin g- up o f b rown fol de rs d urin g recitatio ns.

T he m embers of the Seni o r class, not
long ago, chose those o f t h eir n umber
whom th ey want ed fo r class parts at Graduation. F oll owin g are th ose chosen:
T he Parting Address ... . . . . Paul Croxford
Class Hi story . . .. .... . ...... Anna Daley
Class Hi sto ry .. . . .. . . ..... T homas Jordan
Proph ecies.
Classical Course . ........ T ho mas Nelliga n
Scientifi c Co urse . . . .. . E ugene Macdonald
Co 111 rn ercia l Course . . . . . . Frances Kennedy
Genera l Cou r e . .. . ... .. H azel Wentwort h
T hen th e mo tto was chosen and as a lway thi s was a diffic ult t ask.
There a r e
o ma ny req ui rements th at a motto mu t
meet.
lt sho ul d be st r ik in g, eupho nius,
d ign ified a nd of so ma ny t hin gs. F inall y,
one was decided upo n, o ne wh ich, tho ug h
it i no t to be put into L a tin , has that q ua lity whi ch ma rk it a motto . The class o f
1920 has fo r its motto, "Fini heel Yet Begin nin g ."

In Memoriam
Pauline Page,
Class of 1920.

Miss Eth el N ichols, w ho for a numbe r of
years has bee n teachi ng s ho rt hand at Bangor I li g h, has resigned to take a position in
t h e Woods School of New York, one o f t he
largest comm ercial schoo ls of that c ity.
Th is a nnouncement w ill be regretted by
both t eachers a nd pupil s a li ke.

7/#fo'll

"It Matters Not How Long We Live,
The many friends of
James E. Mitchell were
interested to learn that
he was one of the speakers in a debate held, recently, in Brunswick
between Bowdoin College and Rhode
Island State College.
During his High
School career, Mr. Mitchell was very successful along oratorical lines and it is with
great pleasure that his friends learn of his
success in college.
Mrs. Esther Durgin Keep, formerly of
this city, was the assisting artist at the appearance of Harriet Ware, the New York
composer-pianist, before the women's club
at a lecture-recital in Westfield, N. ]., recently.
Mrs. Keep is a contralto of much
ability
Miss Doris Plaisted, '19, has been elected
president of her class at the Emerson
School of Oratory.
In a copy of General Orders, No. 68, issued from the War department at Washington, under date of May 23, 1919, but
which has just been issued generally, are
the awards of French croix de guerre with
bronze star, and in that list is the name of
Woodman,
a Bangor boy, as follows:
Frederick M., private, first class, Section

But~How.''

523, United States Army Ambulance Service. After the award Mr. Woodman received promotions and his honorable discharge was with the rank of corporal.
Miss Madeline Snowden, ex '21, recently
made a visit in Bangor. She is now attending the Bryant & Stratton Business
College.
Mr. Earle S. Grant, '17, now a student at
the Wharton School of Finance, U. of P., is
a mern ber of the debating team, which defeated Columbia, April 17.
Mr. Grant,
with two other speakers, upheld the negative of the question: "Resolved, That the
United States should intervene in Mexico
to establish a stable government."
The
decision was unanimous in favor of Penn.
Besides being a member of the college debating team, Mr. Grant instructs a class of
Scranton High School boys in debating and
is a member of the Telosophic Society, a
literary club.
He is besides, a winner of
a novice championship medal in wrestling
and a member of the D. K. E. fraternity.
In the April number of the Bowdoin
Quill are two poems by Bangor High
alumni: "O Ridicolosissimo Eroe !" by
Reginald W . Noyes, '17, and "Tournament," by Lester M. Black, '18.
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Frank B. Maxfield, B. H. S., '14, is Business Manager of the Pitt Panther, the
monthly humorous paper of the University
of Pittsburgh.
Major and Mrs. Leigh I. Harvey arrived
in New York, April 21, on t\1e transport
Pocahontas, after a long term of service
in Europe for the United States government.
Major Harvey is a graduate of B.
II. S.

Miss Louise P. Hopkins, nurse in charge
of the Bangor Anti-Tuberculosis association, has been elected a member of the
board of directors of the tuberculosis section of the National Organization for Public Jlealth Nursing.
Miss Hopkins has been local anti-tuberculosis association nurse here for the past
few years. J ler appointment is a tribute
to Bangor's work in the anti-tuberculosis
cause as well as to the association and to
Miss 1 [opkins personally.

James E. 'vVilson of Melrose, Conn., and
Miss Edith E. Hall of Bangor, were united
in marriage, April 20.
Since her graduation from lligh School in 1919, Mrs. Wilson has been employed in the statistician's
office of the B. & A. railroad.

Miss Mary Alden Hopkins and Elon Jessup were married in New York, April 22.
Mrs. Jessup is a short story writer and
journalist or much abi lity.
She was a
member o[ the party of newspaper and
magazine writers who went to Europe in
the Ford peace expedition.

Among those present at the recent initiation banquet of the Sigma Delta Chi fraternity of the University of Maine were, John
H. Magee, now with the Pearl & Dennett
Co., John M. O'Connell, Jr., of the reportorial staff of the Bangor Daily Commercial
and Harry Butler, B. H. S., '16, U. of M.,
'20.

J larry 0 . Robinson, B. Jl. S., '90, recently visited in Bangor.
Mr. Robinson is
now located in Venezuela, where he is engaged in mining engineering. Mr. Robinson is remembered by alumni as a football player, having made a reputation at
Bangor lligh School and later at Tufts
Colleg·e.

A SUMMARY OF THE WORK OF THE SENATE
The Senate, which is composed of students from the Junior and Senior classes,
held their first meeting of the year on November 3rd.
Mr. Miller, a member of the
faculty, served as faculty to the society, and
it was through his efforts that the work has
been carried on so success[ully.
At the
first meeting the [ollowing officers were
elected:
William Rowe, President; Paul
Crox[ord, Vice-President; John Vickery,
Manager; Philip Oak, Secretary and Treasurer.
This year has been one of the most successful in the history of the society.
Discussions were held on Present Day Labor
Problems and all members showed that

they had a clear understanding of the subject. A very spicy practice debate was
held on the subject:
Resolved, that the
city of Bangor should furnish an athletic
field for the Iligh School.
About the middle of the year the House,
which is the other boys' debating society,
invited the Senate to attend a mock trial,
which they were giving.
This proved interesting as we! l as instructive.
Shortly after this the Bates League question was submitted to the manager.
The
question was: Resolved, That Immigration
Into the United States Should Be Prohibited for a Period of Five Years, Beginning June 1, 1920. This season we were

/
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scheduled to debate Hebron at Bangor and
Maine Central Institute at Pittsfield.
Because of lack of time a few extra meetings
had to be called and the fellows set about
preparing themselves for the final debate.
Several debates were held on this question
and the best members were picked for the
final.
Those chosen were William Rowe, Carl
Morrison, and Edward Rosen to debate the
Hebron team and Paul Croxford and Clarence Sullivan to debate the team of Maine
Central Institute, the third speaker being
Bessie Cooper of the Girls' Debating Society. All those who attended the debate
here know what a fine discussion it was.
Although Hebron was excellent in the main
argument, their debaters were far outpointed in the rebuttal, as Bangor was exceptionally strong in this part. The Bangor team lost the decision in this their annual contest with Hebron; yet the debate
was such a hard fought battle and conducted in such a thoroughly sportsmanlike
manner that the school should feel proud of
their team.
The Bangor boys, however, do feel that if
such contests are to be profitable, the Bates
League-under whose auspices they are
held- should insist in the future that more
credit be given to the ability of the debaters to think on their feet.
The English teachers asked their pupils
to write a theme conta111111g their 1111pressions of the debate. Some of the com-
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ment found on these themes is highly instructive and shows that student opinion of
the contest was not far wrong in thinking
that the arguments of the Hebro1{ boys,
finely constructed as they were, showed a
lack of spontaneity, which gave the effect of
a rhetorical exhibition rather than a debate.
The following paragraphs taken from a
theme point out the fundamental danger in
all debating contests, namely, the practice
of taking and learning arguments by rote.
The student wrote as follows:
"l did not like the way the Hebron team
had, at the very beginning, of reciting their
parts as if they were speaking at Junior Exhibition. Although this proved they had
spent much time in preparation, they did
not seem so sincere. Some of the others
used such words that I sometimes wonder
if they then,selves knew what they were
talking about."
At a recent meeting of the Senate it was
decided that the different societies hold a
joint banquet sometime near the end of the
year.
This certainly is a fine idea because
it wi ll be a unique way for all concerned to
end a profitable year.

GIRLS' DEBATING SOCIETY.
At a meeting held May 19, the following
girls were elected and sworn into their respective offices: Bessie Cooper, president;
Grace Bowden, vice-president;
Thelma
Goodale, secretary; Miriam Bunker, treasurer.

"Some Praise at Morning Where They Blame at Night,
But A !ways Think the last Opinion Right. '
Follo\\'S a comp lete list of exchanges received during the year:
Academy Herald, Bethel, 1e.
Academy N e\\'s, Morgan Park, Ill.
Advance, Sal em, Mass.
Advocate, ?\' ew Brunswick. X. J.
• Aegis, Beverly, Mas .
Aegis, Houston, Texas.
Aqui lo, Houlton, Me.
A rgus, Cardner, Mass.
Ariel, Bucksport, Me.
Aroostookan, Mars Hill, Me.
A rti an, Bridgeport, Conn.
Arti an, Boston, Mass.
Aryan. Detroit, Mich .
Banner. Rockville. Conn.
Bates Student, Lewiston, Me.
Beacon, Boston, Ma s.
Beacon, Asbury Park, N. Y.
Blue Bird, l\ew York, N. Y.
Blue and Gold, Malden, Mass.
Bostonia, Boston, Ma s.
Bo\1·doin Orient, Brunswick. Me.
Brcccia, Portland, Me.
Breeze, Center 'ity, Minn.
Brookings School Xe\\'S, Brookings, S.
!)akota.
Brooks School l\ ews, Indianapolis, Ind.
Budget, Vail !)can School. Elizabeth, N.

1.
Castle News, E. Las Vegas, New Mexico.
Central lli H.eview, Xenia, Ohio.

Chron icle, Portland, Me.
C hronicle, \ Vallingford, Conn.
Chronicle, Poultney, Vt.
Cla ri on, Belmont, N. C.
Clarion, Arlin gton, Mass.
Clarion, Waterville, Me.
Cl iveden, Germantown, Pa.
Comet, Orono, Me.
Comet, Tekamah, Neb.
Crescent, Lee, Me.
Cycle, Woodsville, N. H.
Darlingtonian, Rome, Ga.
Delphi an, Providence, R. I.
Dial, Brattleboro. Vt.
Dreadnaught, Watonga, Okla.
Early T rainer, Lawrence, Mass.
Echo, J Iazelton, Pa.
Echo, S. Portland, Me.
Echo, Urbana, Ill.
Echo, Stoughton, Mass.
Eltrurian, Haverhill, Mass.
Enfield Echo, Thompsonvill e, Conn .
Enterprise, Canton, Mass.
Enterprise, Keene, . H.
Eureka, Bryant Pond, Me.
Exponent, Fort \Vorth, Texas.
Flyer, Pre que Isle, Me.
Foli o, Le1Yiston, Me.
Forum, Houston, Texas.
Cleaner, Doyelstone, Pa.
Catherer, Deer Isle, Me.
Hami ltonian, Hamilton, Mont.
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Hamptonia, New Hampton, N. H.
Herald, Holyoke, Mass.
High Times, Springfield, Miss.
High Times, Springfield, Mass.
Hobart Herald, Geneva, N. Y.
Holton, Danvers, Mass.
Howard Times, Sakonnet, R. I.
Imp, Boston, Mass.
Industrial School Magazine, Golden, Col.
Iris, Penobscot, Me.
J ester, E llsworth, Me.
J ewe!, Woodland, Me.
Junior News Letter, Anderson, Ind.
Junto, Easton, Pa.
Key, Angola, Ind.
Lake Breeze, Sheboygan, Wis.
Lancastonian, Lancaster, N. H.
Laurel, Farmington, Me.
Lawrence High School Bulletin, Lawrence, Mass.
L incolnian, Newcastle, Me.
Lion, Lagrange, Ill.
Maine Campus, Orono, Me.
Maple Leaf, Mapleton, Me.
Maroon and White, Chicago, I ll.
Megaphone, Franklin, Mass.
Mercury, Belfast, Me.
Messalonskee Ripple, Oakland, Me.
Messenger, Portland, Me.
Milachi, Milaca, Minn.
Mirror, W. Hoboken, N. J.
Monthly, W. Paris, Me.
Mountain View, Springfield, Me.
Nautilus, West Paris, Me.
Nautilus, Waterville, Me.
North Star, Houlton, Me.
0, Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Oak Leaves, Vassalboro, Me.
Oceanic, Old Orchard, Me.
Old Hughes, Cincinnati, Ohio.
O lympian, Biddeford, Me.
Oracle, Auburn, Me.
Oracle, Manchester, N. H.
Oracle, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Organug, York, Me.
Our School Times, Londonderry, Ireland.
Outlook, Kezar Falls, Me.

Owl, Fresno, Calif.
Owl, Rockford, Ill.
Pennant, Meriden, Conn.
Pep, Mexico, Me.
Periscope, Winslow, Me.
Ph ilomath, Framingham, Mass.
Phoen ix, Montpelier, Vt.
Piquonian, Piqua, Ohio.
Pivot, Newark, N. J.
Porpoise, Daytona, F la.
Port jervian, Port Jervis, N. Y.
Purple and White, Anadarko, Okla.
Quill, Henderson, Ky.
Quill, Gardiner, Me.
Racquet, Portland, Me.
H.avelin gs, Decatur, Ind.
Record, Littleton, Me.
Record, Newburyport, Mass.
Red and Black, Claremont, N. I-:T.
Red and White, Chicago, Ill.
Red and White, Rochester, N. H.
Red and White, Iowa City, Iowa.
Roman, Rome, Ga.
Sachem, Old Town, Me.
Scimiter, Lorain, Ohio.
Scout, Muskogee, Okla.
Scroll, Charleston, Me.
Semaphore, Stoughton, Mass.
Sentinel, New Haven, Conn.
Shuttl e, Boston, Mass.
Signet, Dexter, Me.
Slippery Rocket, Slippery Rock, Pa.
Southerner, Minneapolis, Minn.
Sparks From C. H. S., Carthage, Ind.
Spectator, W. Waterloo, Iowa.
Spectator, Highland Park, Mich.
Spectator, Harrisburg, Pa.
Spelm an Messenger, Atlanta, Ga.
Spokesman, Plant City, Fla.
Stranger, N. Bridgton, Me.
Stetson Oracle, Randolph, Mass.
Student, Providence, R. I.
Student's Pen, Pittsfield, Mass.
Su-IIi, Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
Tattler, Blair, Nebraska.
Tattler, Nashua, N. H.
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Tech life, Springfield, Mass.
Tiger Cub, Hastings, Neb.
Times, Gnadenhutten, Ohio.
Triprid, Boston, Mass.
Tripod, Saco, Me.
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Tsing Hua Journal, Peking, China.
l!tolakean, Kissimee, Fla.
\' ermont Pioneer, Randolph Center, Vt.
\\iyndunian, Willimantic, Conn.
,\_ .. f\.ay. Sacramento, Cal.

MILITARY
On Friday evening, May 14, the Junior
R. 0. T. C. battalion gave their annual exhibition and drill in City hall.
The program included close order drill, physical
drill, \Vall scaling, tug-of-war, bayonet exercise , guard mount and an awkward
squad.
The close order drill, physical drill, and
guard mount were given by a company of
fifty-two pi eked men from the five companies of the battalion, under command of
Captain Chalmers of B company, First
Lieutenant Humphrey of C company, Second Lieutenant Ulmer of C company, and
First Sergeant McGary of B company, for
the close order drill; Lieutenant Nickerson
and Sergeant Doyle for the physical drill;
and Captain Caulfield. Lieutenants Grant
and Holt. ergeant-Major Hodgman and
First Sergeant M cGary for the guard
mount. Captain Bond was old officer of
the day and Captain Macdonald was new
officer of the day.
Everything went with a snap and precision that spoke well for the training of
the company.
B company won the honors in the wall
scaling and tug-of-war. Lieutenant Vickery had charge of the wall-scaling and
aptain Bowler, of the tug-of-war. A
picked quad, consisting of most of the 1919
champion squad, challenged B company in

wall scaling but was defeated.
The guard mount, owing to the small
floor space was not exactly correct in all
details, as there was not enough room for a
band on the floor.
The awkward squad was all that its name
would indicate.
lt was composed of nineteen picked men, most of them officers or
non-coms under the command of a drillmaster, First Sergeant Curran of C company.
Most of the work was impromptu
as it was impossible to have all of the
squad present at a drill.
Corporal Sawyer
and K. Largay made a hit with their "African golf" act and Lieutenant Nickerson
and Sergeant Eye, as slightly "loaded"
rookies.
The bayonet work under direction of Sergeants Eye and Doyle was extremely well
done. After the exihbition by the picked
squad Lieutenant Nickerson and Sergeant
Eye o-ave an exhibition of close, or infighting.
After the exhibition dancing was enjoyed
till 1 A. M. The affair was the most uccessful ever held and was \\·ell patronized,
the galleries being crowded.

*

*

*

*

Thursday. May 20, the battalion hiked to
Orrington and tayed till Saturday morning.
Friday wa spent in drill, and in
various sports.

.ATMLETiC,J'.
" One Thing is Forever Good;
That One Thing is Success. ''
Summary of Inter-class meet, May 18,
1920:
100 yd. dash: First, Jacques, '20; second, McFadden, '21; third, Swett, '21.
Time: 11 1-4 seconds.
220 yd. dash : First, Jacques, '20; second, Swett, '21 ; third, Smith, '23. Time:
25 1-4 seconds.
440 yd. clash: First, Swett, '21; second,
Blanchard, '2 1 ; third, Field, '23. Time:
minute, 3 3-4 seconds.
880 yd. run- half mile:
First, Vickery,
'20; second, Huntley, '21; third, Day, '22.
Time: 2 minutes. 33 1-2 seconds.
M ile run: First, I-fontley, '21; second,
Shannon, '22; third, Biegleson, '23.
2-mile run: F irst, Murphy, '23; second,
Baker, '22; third, Trickey, '23.
120 yd. hurdles. (High) : First, Swett,
'21; second, Vickery, '20; third, Brown, '21.
Time: 19 1-4 seconds.

220 yd hurdles. (Low): First, Swett,
'21; second, Field, '23; third, Blanchard,
'21. Time: 29 1-4 seconds.
l ligb Jump: First, Swett, '21; second,
MacFadclen,
'21;
third, Vickery, '20.
JI eight: 5 feet, 2 inches.
Pole Vault: First, Vickery, '20; second,
tic between Sullivan. '20, and MacFadclen,
'21. IJeight: 7 feet, 10 inches.
Discus Throw: First, Thompson, '20;
second, II ersey, '20; third, McLeod, '22.
Distance, 87 feet, 6 inches.
J lammer Throw: Thompson, '20; second, 11 ersey, '20; third, Sullivan, '20. Distance: 37 1-2 feet.
Shot Putt: First, Sullivan, '20; second,
tie between Thompson, '20, and Bond, '20.
Distance: 32 feet, 9 inches.
Broad jump ( running): First, Swett.
'21; second, llurnphrcy, '22; third, Vickery,
'20. Distance: 17 feet, 6 inches.

F I NACI AL STATEMENT OF B. H. S. ATH LETIC COUNCIL
APRIL 24, 1920
On hand Aug. 25, 1919 ... . ....... $ 176.49
Deposited Sept. 5, 1919. . . . . . . . . . . 150.32

Checks paid in September ....... .

326.81
62.60

Balance on hand Sept. 25, 1919 ....

264.21

Deposited 1n October. ...... .. ... 1,048.20
Total for October .. ... . ......... 1,312.41
Checks paid in October... . ...... 906.72
Balance Oct. 25. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 405.69
Deposited in November .......... 2,025.55

THE

Total for November ............. 2,431.24
Checks paid in November........ 681.75
Balance on hand Nov. 25, 1919 .... 1,749.49
Deposited in December. . . . . . . . . .
36.00
Total for December .............. 1,785.49
Checks for December. . . . . . . . . . . . 779.08
Balance on hand Dec. 26, 1919 .... 1,006.41
Deposited in January, 1920.... .. . 461.31
Total for January, 1920 .......... 1,467.72
Checks for January, 1920......... 130.45
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Checks for February.............

245.44

Balance on hand Feb. 25, 1920. . . . 1,233.36
Deposited in March. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,069.75
Total for March .................. 2,303.11
Checks for 'March .......... : . . . . 605.95
Balance on hand March 25, 1920.. . 1,697.16
Deposited in April...............
4.15
Total for April .................. 1,701.31
Checks for April, 1920........... 222.67
Balance on hand April 24, 1·920 ... $1,478.64

Balance on hand Jan. 25, 1920 .... 1,337.27
Deposited in February........... 141.53
Total for February. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,478.80

P. W. Mitchell,
Secretary and Treasurer.
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<!lass 'UUlill of 1920
State of Maine
County of Penobscot

} SS.

We, the members of the class of 1920 of Bangor lligh School, do make ou:·
last will and testament in the manner and form following.
To th e Juniors we leave some big shoes to fill.
To th e Soph omores we leave the hope of a very successful Junior Exhibition.
To the Freshmen we leave a hundred or more booklets on "How to Grow Tall."
Our other effects we leave as follows:
I

1.

The popularity of her brother to B unty Caulfield .

2.

A football precedent to follow to Peanut Staples.

3.

A package of Diamond Dyes ('we wonder what for), to Franklin Cordon.

4.

A Vanity Case to Improve llis Appearance to Leonard Pooler.

5.

A Study Room in the Beta House to Dorothy Black.

6.

An Antidote for Ja-Mo-Ka-Jazzitis to Chuckie Davis.

7.

A carload of "Grape Charms" to Roger Nickerson.

8. A Hair Tonic to Lavis Sawyer.
9.

A hook entitl ed, "Stammering- Its Cause and Elfect," tu Crosby llodgma11.

10.

Our best wishes tu the new schoo 1 officers.

The fo llowing arti cles are left by individuals of the class of '20 tu the undergraduates
of B. H. S.:

J.

1.

My rank in Latin

2.

The care of S. M., '21

3.

My opini ons on Socialism

4.

Ou r system in Chemistry

5.

My place at Buckley's

6.

A statue o( Stanley for Assembly I !all

7.
8.

T h e Bean Clu b idea
A Theme entitled, "Dogs

9.

My latest book, "Concentration,"

10.

Meade.

R. Savage.

C. Morrison.
C. !{ing- ancl B. llntchins.
H. Bacon.

I lot and (Jthcrwisc."

J. Nason.
The Bean C lu b.
Mickey Finnigan

R ITenderson.
Major Oak.

Guard ianship o[ "Peggy,"

- Class o[ 1920, Bangor JJ igh School.
In w itness whereof we have hereunto set our hands ancl seals.
JIENRY D. JIERSEY, President.
TllERESA THOMPSON, Vice-Pres.

" Wit is the Flower of the Imagination."
Mr. B. (in History) : "At what time of
year is a great deal of money needed by the
country?"
Morrison, '20: "Just before Xmas."
Found in Room 211.
"Mr. Chalmers, will you exchange graduation pictures with me? Have I spoken
early enough?
- -Count ten slowly Phil, and remember the
Personal Editors are girls!
Ellie Bragg to Dot Freese, who has the
mumps: "Hey, Dot, want a chew of
gum?"
We hear that Blair White may sit for his
class pictures the third time. Who is she,
Blair?

L. Connor, '20- : "What brand is that
dog?"
C. Woods, '20 (in Latin): "The pious
Aeneas shed sighs and heaved tears."

Oak, '20 (in English):
into his head."

"His eyes swam

Mme. B.: "'Charlatan' 1s the French
word for 'quack'?"
Jim McA.- : "Do the French ducks
have to say that?"

Mr. O'N. (in English):
a man to get sick."

"A doctor helps

Why does John White, '22, like to say
"croquette?"
It
is with great pleasure that the
"Oracle" announces:
The prizes for the
graduating class of 1920, which amount to
one life-size portrait of Husky Bowles
each, have been awarded as follows. For
excellency:
In Beauty. Granville "Kewpie" Bond.
In Alertness. David
"Wide-Awake"
Goldstein.
In Disposition.
Theresa "Sunbeam"
Thompson.
In Noisiness. Gertrude "Rip 'em Up"
Anderson.
In Singing. Chester "Barney" Nichols.
In Dancing.
Blair "Vernon Castle"
White.
In
Promptness.
Carl
"Lightning"
Trainor.
In Argument.
Kenneth "Democrat"
Day.
In Smiling. James "Mr." Sullivan.
In
Amiability.
Herbert
"Bashful"
Bragg.
In Bashfulness. Myles "Mickey" Finrngan.
In Athletics. Henry "War Horse" Hersey.
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In Bluffing. Elizabeth "A+ ' Chandler.
In Dignity. Francis "Sousa" Shaw.
In Absentmindedness. Ruth "Yawner"
Henderson.
In Deportment. Philip "Oh how I like
it" Oak.
In Vamping. Carolyn "Oh you kid"
Woods.
In Childishness. John "Tommy" Caulfield.
In Drinking Tea.
Henry "Paddy"
Bacon.
In Eating llot Dogs.
Ruth "Bow\A/ow" Savage.
In Bolshevism. Carl "Eat 'em Up"
Morrison.
In Bear llunting. Lawrence "Larry"
Connor.
In Art. James "Jim" McAloon.
In Scholarship-R. "Caesar" Gustin.
In .Faithfulness-M. "Fickle" Largay.
In Gracefulness- G. Whatta Row.
Mr. B. (in History): "Now take the
woodsmen- in the woods, they're in the
winter."
Latest Social Item: Miss Janet Nason
has lately been seen to arrive at school in
her new "Pullen" limousine.
Mme. B.- : "Is anyone 111 this class a
good cook?"
Hersey, '20--: "I am."
Mme. B.- : "Well, Hersey, you tell us
how to lard pies the way they did in the
story."
Hersey: "Butter the pans."

J.

M., '20--: "I'm not going to college
and be a Bachelor of Arts because I don't
want to be a bachelor."
Quick Watson, the needle!
Plummer, '21 (describing last ten lines of
Thanatopsis): "lt is just like going to
sleep."

Casey, '21-:
Jazz."

"Take me to the Land of

CLASS PICTURES.
(SO Yrs. hence).
The cycle fifty times has turned,
My hair is now quite gray,
I hold a picture album here
Of friends of yesterday.
Young faces look from out my book,
My treasure book of friends,
I long to know how they have done,
Their starts, their joys, their ends.
For some of these I have not seen
Since that night so sweetly sad,
When we took our different roads in life,
Each with the "tools" he had.
Oh Life is short as back I look
Why could we not have known
The shallow gains of dross, before
The fateful seeds were sown?
The tide of Life is fl.owing on
Relentless, fatal, sure,
Against the bitter, harsh onslaught,
We cannot long endure.
So guarding thus my memories
Within their sacred shrine,
I hold them, till Death claims my shell,
In this album old, of mine.
Jam es T. McAloon, '20.
Bond, '20, (translating French) : "He
raised his glass high."
Mme. B.: "Ile raised his glass eye?
What an awful thing!"
Madame,
(assigning
board
work):
"Trainor will write to 'himself'
Siegal will write till he gets to 'drunk'and when he gets in that condition he may
sit down."
E. Miller, '22, (translating): "After our
men were broken up, they renewed battle."
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It is prophesied thatM. Largay, '20, will go into the jewelry
business.
E . Babcock may graduate.
L. Conners, '20, may become a priest.
C. Morrison, '20, will become a "Red."
T. Thompson, '20, may grow up.
M. Lindsay will go into the movies.
E . Starrett w ill attend Harvard.
C. Woods w ill some day reach Mars.
H . Thompson will go into the livery business.
F. O'Connor may become president of
the U. S.
D. Goldstein may run a shoe store.
How did it happen that G. Collins, '21,
wonld order nothing else but a Rose from
A ll en's, for the milit ary ball ?
Oh, Those Cards !
J. McAloon, '20: "What do you give me
an "F" for, when you know I should get
A?"
Graduation Program for Class of 1920.
Processional (Virginia Reel) . .. . . . .. .
. . . . . . . . . . Opera, "Turkey in the Straw"
(Girl
graduates gowned
in gingham
aprons and buttercups; boys in denim
overall s and sunflowers)
Essay, "The Educational Benefits I
Received at B. II. S .. .. "Blocky" O'Leary
Essay, "The Value of Jazz-ing ..... . . .
. ..... . .. .. .... .. .. . ... . . B. Wentworth
Selection, "Good-Bye Everybody" . . .. Class
Class History . . ..... .. . .. ... . E. Chandler ·
Class History ......... . . .. Myles Finnigan
Selection, "Say Au Revoir But Not
Good-Bye" . ................ . Orchestra
Essay, "A 'Freezing' Anecdote" . . ... .
... .. ......... . ........... B. Hutchings
Essay , "Le Tour de la France" (en
francais) .. . ............... . M. Lindsay
Selection, "We're Out To See the
World" .. . . . . . ...... . .. . ...... .. Class
Parting Address .... . .... "Barney" Nichols

Singing of Class Song . .. . .. . .. ... .. .'
.. Played by H . Bacon, (a one finger act )
Presentation of D iplomas
Present ation of Medals or Pawn Ticket s if
preferred
Recessional. ... . ... "Grand Bust-Up J azz"
Favorite Colors:
P. Chalmers, '20-Black.
M. Murray, '22-White.
P. Fairbanks, '21- Brown.
R. Crowell, '21- Black.
H. Bacon, '20-Rose.
The Freshman- Natural Green.
Lunch Room patronizers-Mustard.
Football Players-Loud.
Any piker- Yellow.
All B. H. S. students- Red.
E. M iller (in Geometry): "Therefore
A B equals C I.
Mr. W - : "I see !"
E. Miller: "What's the difference?"
It is rumored that J. Buckley, '21, is fond ·
of Curran(ts).

Film Fun.
Fatty Arbuckle . ... . . . .. .. .. H. Bragg, '20
Marguerite Clark ...... .. T. Thompson, '20
Mary Pickford . . . .. . ... . .. . M. Adams, '21
Nazimova . ........ ..... . ..... E. Buck, '22
Theda Bara ....... ...... . . .. C. Woods, '20
Smiling Bill Parsons .. . ..... H. Bacon, '20
Irene Castle . .. .... .. .... Virginia Odiorne
Billie Burke ... . . ..... ........ Anna Daley
What is Expected of US.
[Before] (A sentence in freshman English) - "Don't count your chickens before
they are hatched."
[After] (In senior English) - "Do not
base your calculation s upon your juvenile
poultry until the process oi incubation is
fully materialized."

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

We're Ready with Graduation Clothes
At Reasonable Prices
Beautiful Serges and Mixtures in the very newest single and double breasted models
especially designed for High School fellows. They're right- both style and price
FURNISHINGS, HA TS, SHOES
Maine's Largest Outfitters
for Men and Boys

]. WATERMAN & CO.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • <$>
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Confectionery,

Shine in the City

We Clean, Dye and Block all kinds of Ladies' and Gents' Hats

!

OUR SPRING LINES OF OXFORD PUMPS
AND HIGH SHOES ARE HERE

J

For Your Inspection in Ladies' Misses and Children's

,0

~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , , _. . . . . . . . . . . . ..... +- . . . .

l
~

MR.S. B. J. DOLLIVER

44 Main Street

!
!
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. .

Safety First
Advice Second
Sales Third

1

This is always the policy of the
VESTA Service Station.
We examine your battery and
if worth repairing we tell you
so, if not, we advise a new one and our hundreds of satisfied
customers will tell you they always found our advice reliable.
On your next battery job remember us.

j
I

Bangor Battery & Service Co., Inc.

.....................................................................
I 19 Franklin Street

Tel. 2516

Patronize Our Advertleera
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HUNKS OF HISTORY.
Second Series, Arranged Jn Verse by Prof.
James T. McAloon.
When Gregory, pride of his nation,
Changed calendars by computation,
Ten days he took
From the old year, the crook,
· And we'll bet they were days of vacation.

*

*

*

*

Q. Fabius Maximus, Cunctator,
0£ Rome was a great meclitator
IIe was strong on the wait
And slow in his gait.
Result is: he's classed a "third rater."

*

*

*

*

Old Bacchus, who enjoyed his flagon,
Once drank till he saw a pink dragon,
Though he wanted to sail
In a schooner of ale,
lt was he for the old "Water Wagon."

*

*

*

*

Dionysius' sword, it is said,
By a hair hung o'er Damocles' head.
Brave Damocles thought:
"If I only had brought
One like it to help cut the bread."
A word to the wise is sufficient! (Advice from the Seniors).
"Say, if you're the least bit conceited just
go and have your picture taken."
It isn't enough to be tortured
At the photographer's studio
With: "Please, Miss, just a mite this way
no\v,''
And "IIere, sir! to the left a bit, so!"
But when you've finally obtained them
E'en with just a wee touch of pride
You have showed them to your clear companion
And she, holding on to her side,
Says, "Oh, clear! aren't they positively killing,

Whate'er made you hold your head
clown?
No wonder you quite broke the cameraOh, but please give me one for my own!"
And His Name Is Peggy.

CJ.

Buckley, patting above mentioned):
" Isn't IIE too cute for anything?"

"NOT WHAT YOU KNOW, BUT WHO
YOU KNOW."
A famous man was asked, one time,
To a high school hall, I guess,
To talk to the graduating class
On the Power of Success.
As a business man he was a whale,
But as a speaker he
Was like a fish in a barnyard dry,
Or a barnyard fowl at sea.
On his way to the school he could not think,
Iris ·m:nd was a fruitless bush,
But there on the door (and it served his
needs),
Was the bold inscription, "Push!"
"O, Glory be! that is my theme,"
Quoth the magnate at the door,
So he boldly faced· the expectant class
From his place above the floor.
"I do not know, my dear young friends,
Why I should stand before
You here and talk of the way to success,
When the secret's on your door."
The scholars quickly the portal scanned
In quest of the magic word.
Convulsive laughter shook their sides
And loud "guffaws" were heard.
For when "Pa Success" came thro' the door
His thoughts were far too full,
:'o realize that the other side
Would bear the legend, "Pull!"
Jam es T. McAloon.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ••• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bread De Luxe
Because Bread is such a necessa ry part of lifeWhe n yo u want Bread, you want the very best,
wh olesomest and most delicious loaf you can
fin d.
We bake ours right out in the window, so that
yo u can see for yourself the sp ick-and-span
cleanliness surrounding it at every stepUp to the moment when you receive it hot and
tempting to carry home.
Bread like ours is an advertisement fo r ail Bread.

SUNBEAM BAKERY
42 Central Street
Bread i s y our B E ST FOOD--eat more of it

.. .....................................................................
Patronize Our Advertisers

<$> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·~I

H. L. Wheelden Co.
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ONE llRICE AT

9.

fID~~~an@~~

1
f

J5-i7 Main St., Bangor

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES AND
HOUSE WIRING
APEX VACUUM CLEANERS
HOT POINT IRONS

Now Comes Vacation Days
The busy city with its hustle and bustle
are left behind and you go forth to
t he Mountains or the beach for fishing,
boating and ba'.hing or the smash and
zest of links and tennis courts. Such
are th e future happy days.

WESTINGHOUSE MAZDA LAMPS

And that they may be full to the brim
with happiness one must pause now and
take stock of their wardrobe.

BEST QUALITY PRODUCTS ALWAYS

Frocks

Blouses

Bathing Suits

Bangor, Me.

93 Central St.,

Tub Skirts

Bathing Caps

Wool Sweaters

Veils

Gloves
Hosiery

Underwear

Neckwear, etc.

+
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Compliments of

G. G. ESTA BROOK'S SONS
TOBACCONISTS AND LEATHER GOODS

24 Central St.

Bangor, Maine

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •+-+-+-+-+-+++-+-+-+-+--+-+- . . . . . . . . .........._.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • +-+-++
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B. GRODINSKY, 191 Ohio St.

Ice Cream confectionery

Fruit

A Complete Line of Fancy Groceries
Open Evenfogs

1..............................

Tel. 2185-X

f
;

II
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.......................................................................... .
Are You Going?

Y.M.C.A. Boys Camp
Rates

Dates

$1.00 per day.

June 18- 28, 1920
Older boys June 18== 24
Boy Scouts June 24== 29

Ask the boys secretary for
all particulars.

Bangor Young Men's Christian Assn •

... ... .. .

.................................................
....... . .. ....... ......
...............................................................

~ .

~

The Electric Way of Cooking is
Truly Delightful
The same Electricity that lights your home so
easily--that runs your washing machine so silently-that operates your Electric cleaner so efficiently--is
ready to cook your meals for you the instant you
have us install an Electric Range in your kitchen.

Bangor Railway & Electric Company
Telephone 300
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••••••••• -+-+ -• ••••••• •. ••• -+-+-+-+ 0
Pat:::-'ln lze Our Advertisers
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SWIMMING

I
•

CLAR EN CE ALLEN
Will take a limited number of pupils in Bangor during
the summer. Those wishing .a course leave name with
Mr. Mitchell of the High School.
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Compliments of

Ray & .Stevenson
Groceries and Provisions
341 Ohio Street

.............._.........._............................................................... .
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Compliments of

School Barber Shop
Skillful Workmanship
GEORGE WHITE, Proprietor

•.............. ........................................................ .
_.._......

Patron 1ze the Advertlaen

•
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Furniture Needed
for
Summer Comfort
When the work is done and we want to restwe must have furniture that is comfortable for the
body and beautiful to the eye.
We cannot relax in unpleasant surroundings.
It isn't necessary, either, when there are so many
pretty pieces so inexpensively priced, at

84--96 Hammond Street.
HOURS: 8 A. M. TO 5.30 P. M.

Ii

•

~ ·
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GIVE US A UALL
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Andrews Music House Co.

SANBORN'S

98 Main Street, Bangor, Maine

BARBER SHOP
R . H. SANBORN, Prop.

7 Hammond Street,

Pianos, Victrolas and Records
Sheet Music and Musical
Merchandise

Bangor, Maine

Opp. Merrill Trust Building
Telephone 2553-W

Electric Clipper
We Sharpen Safr<ty
Electric ]Jfassage and Shampoo
Razors ;
No Long IVaits-6 Chairs
;

................................
Exchange Bldg•

~

One Price and the Right Price to All
.................................. ®

Bangor, Me.
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The Savage School for
Flunked?
Physical Education
I can help you I

P repares men and women to become Supervisors, D irectors and Teachers of Physical Training and Hygiene, Teach ing, Games, Dancing,
Swimming, etc., in Schools, Clubs, Industrial
Plants and Play Grounds.

New Building with Swimming Pool
Let me tu tor you at home next su m-

253 Madison Ave.
Between J Sth and J9th Sts.

mer by my special Humane and Efficie nt Method!

E nglish, History,

and Languages.

Miss Helen J. Robinson
Box 146
Mars Hill, Maine

............

Why not make your living by p lay instead of work?
Enjoy life as you go aud give pleasure to others.
Be strong and healthy and make others likewise.
Keep yourself we11 and teach others to do the same.
Such is t h e work aud Ii fe of t h e P h ysical Trai ner.
Gra• lua t es of High and Fittin g Schools only admitted.
Great demand for teachers, salaries better than for grade
work.
For Catalog addrrss Registrar at the Sc hool, or

DR. WATSON L. SAVAGE, President
308 Wes t 59th St. , N. Y. C.

.............. .................................... ..................
After July 1st

253 Madison Ave., N. Y. C •

Patronize Uur Advertiaera
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GUS~

A. YOUNGS

Soda Fountian, Cigars
and Smokers' Supplies
104 Harlow Street

......................................

Bangor, Maine

.........•

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -+--+-+-+-+ • • • • • • • • • • • -+-+-+-+-+-+ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

..........................._.._...._........................

,

T. I. Murphy

Benjamin Hamm

BANGOR GRANITE CO.
Granite and Marble Monuments
and Headstones
All Kinds of Building Work

'~

Telephone Conn.

................................................................................................

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •-+-+-+-+-+- +--+-.-+-+-+--- •
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"Should Old Aquaintance Be Forgot?"
NO INDEED!
Seniors, we appreciate your generous patronage in the past and
hope for a continuance.

Leavitt's Candy Store

!................ ,, _, .~~. ~:~.t.~. ~~·..........................
Patronize Our Advertlaera
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"SEE

us FOR

T

WAISTS''

Dainty Waist Shop

Sizes
34 to 54

+

+

;

Sizes
34 to 54

62 Main St., Up One Flight

Bangor, Maine

"WE MAKE THE LITTLE WALK UP-ST AIRS WORTH

WHILb"

......................................................................
...
• ••
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MRS. K. M. ARCHIBALD
Teacher of Mandolin, Guitar, Ukulele and Hawaiian Steel Guitar
HAWAIIAN ORCHESTRA
MANDOLIN ORCHESTRA
Pupil of WaUer Francis Vreefancl, Boston

to GRAHAM AVE.

Tel. Con.

BANGOR, ME.

+
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The Hincks Coal Co.
COAL and WOOD
104 Broad Street

Bangor

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

13 State St.

(Next to Bangor Savings Bank)

-+-+-+-+-++-•-+ •••••••••••••••••••••••••
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When in need of a Haircut or Shave visit

MASON'S BARBER SHOP
Daniel H. Mason

20 Hammond Street
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t Whether You Eat to Live
you'll thoroughly enjoy the meals you get
at our restaurant. Come in any time--morning. noou, night or between times--and we'll
serve you and your party a royal good lunch
or meal, featuring all the delicacies of the
season. Prices right.

or Live to Eat

........................................................................
GOODE & DRISCOLL,

101 EXCHANGE STREE1'

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -+-+-+ •••••••••••••••••••••••••

PHOTOS

ENLARGEMENTS

HOPKINS STUDIO
J4 ST A TE STREET
DEVELOPING AND PRINTING FOR AMATEURS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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As Our Guest You Will Enjoy the Best

BiuOU AND PARK

!

THEATRES
WHERE EVERYBODY OOES

CONTINUOUS SHOWS From J to J0.45 p. m.

THE WORLD'S
Foremost Stars In Greatest Of Photoplays

REFINED ENTERTAINMENT
FOR THOSE
WHO DISCRIMINATE
Clean, Comfortable Theatres For The
Entire Family
You Are Always Sure Of A Good Show

The BIJOU and PARK Theatres

.........................................................................
Patronize Our Advertlaera
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Compliments of

CROWLEY'S
64-66 Main Street, Bangor•
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BOOK AND JOB

Printing and Binding
ALL KINDS
Printed or Engraved W e dding Cards
and Society Pr int ing
We are especially well equipped
with the n ewest and most select faces
n type t o d o this kind of work.
We
p r odu ce a printed wedding invitation
or announcement t h at cannot be surpassed in fact it compares very favorably with the best of e ngraving and
a t a g r eat saving in price. If in terested Jet u s sh ow you samples.
Ma il Orders Solicite d Send for Samples
The Thomas W. Burr Printing Co.
46 Columbia St., Bangor, Me.
P r oper Goods, at the Proper T ime at
the Proper P rice.
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -+-

t

I

I .........
~~·

·~ ~J.Ch~~~;;,~. ·r;~~b·~~Si;~~
Formerly Chadbourne's Barber Shop

79 CENTRAL STREETE lectrical or Hand Massage

Electric Clippers
All Star Crew

I

............ ·1

(4 Chairs )
PATRONIZE CH E RRY'S

BANGOR

.................................................................................
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Mandarin and
American Style

Telephone
Connection

Oriental Restaurant
Shopper's Novelty Luncheon

I

T!te Home of Prompt, Effec£ent and Courteorts S ervice
Catering to Banq1tets, Automobile and Private Pa1rt£es a Spec£alty

Bangor, Maine

209 Exchange St.
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SOUND VISION
never calls for ef.ort. If you are always trying to see
through a blurring mist you are straining your eyes
and need glasses, no question about it.
Yours for
Good Eyesight

Arthur Allen Optical Co.

28 Main St.
Bangor, Maine

•

I
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S. LEAVITT

C. E. PENDLETON
" Everything Electrical"

Fruit, Confectionery, Sodas
and Ice Cream

56 State Street

196·198 Harlow St., Opp. High School
Telephone 8654

Ban2or

•++-+--+-• ••••••

LEONARD L. POOLER

Emma J. Taney, Photographer

Violin Instruction

28 Main St., Bangor, Me.
• • • • • •• • •• • • • • • • ••• • •• • •• • • • • ••• •0
Electric Work

Studio: 209 Pine St•

Tel. 889-J

•'> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0
0 • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • +--+++++-+.

Lighting Fixtures

Willard Storage Battery Service Station

"MAINE'S BEST PAPER"

THE DOLE COMPANY

The BANGOR COMMERCIAL

Wm . McC. Sawyer, Treas urer

50 cents per month
delivered by carrier

Electrical Engineers and Contractors

61 Main Street

l

0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Portraits by Photography

i:.................................

+

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -+-+-+-- +- • • • • • • • • • • • • $

• -+--+- ••••••••••••••••• ++-+--+-+-• ••••••• 0

0• ••••••••••••••••••••

Maine

!

Telephone 74

••••••••••••••••• ............_ ••••••••••• • 0

~·

0 . • ••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••• •

~

EAST SIDE NEWS DEPOT

••••••••••••••••••• +-+- ••••••••••• 0
• • • • • • • • • • • -+--+---. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Furbush Printing Co.

W . L. ELDRIDGE

Solicit High School Patronage
Excellent Work, Prices Right

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Magazines, Daily and Sunday Papers
Postal Cards
56 STATE STREET,
BANGOR, ME •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •0
0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

54 Columbia
Street

--------------....

Home of Pine
Tree Taffy
and
ExtraRich
V e1 vet Ice Cream

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0

108 Exchange St., Bangor
...

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • -+ • ....................... .......... • • • • • • • ®

0-+-+-++--+ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••

STICKNEY & BABCOCK
COAL CO.
19 State Street, Bangor
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0

--------------~----------------~
Patronize Our Advertisers

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

THE FASHION
GRADUATION DRESSES
Models that 'nJill appeal to your personal taste at attractive prices
ORGANDIES

VOILES

CHIFFONS

NETS

GEORGETTES

......................................................................................
..............................................
..................
WOOD & EWER CO •
...............

0.

CROSBY

BEAN

STATIONERY, BOOKS, NOVELTIES
PLAYTHINGS

. '. ::.=.::::'.''.' '. '. '. '.' .....~~~~~!
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

C. H. Babb & Co.
N. H. ·Bragg & Sons

PLUMBERS
and

STEAM
FITTERS

I
•

IRON AND
STEEL
HEAVY HARDWARE
GARAGE SUPPLIES

~

................................................................................... .

To

VIOLIN STUDENTS

I will accept a limited number
of pupils for a Szimmer Term,
June 15th to August 1st. Applications filed in the order received

H. M. PULLEN
Society Hall, 189 Exchange Street, Bangor, Maine

.........................................................................

t> .......................... •-+ • • • • • • • ....................... • • • • • •

Good-Bye
Greetings

• ............................................................. ~

'20
'2 1

I

Mav we continue the friendship of vour
student dovs through Your college course
and through the veors bevond.
As to '21 we Rnow monv of You and
hope to Rnow the rest.

Miller and Webster Clothing Co.
The Home of Hart Shaffner and Marx Clothes
-

At the Robinson Corner -

................................................................................... •,•.......... .
Patronizo tho Advertisers

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Walk-Over Shoes~ Men~ Women

l

I

Walk=Over Boot Shop

..................... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . .. • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • •

0 • • • • • • • • • • • • +-+-+-+-• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

EDWARD I. MORRIS
Ladies' Tailor and Furrier

27 Central St.,

-+- • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

i

0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ..................... • • • • • • • • •

I East Side

Pharmacy

Bangor, Maine

32 State St.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0
0 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
~

CHAS. H. DAVIS, Prop.

Compliments of

A. J. LODER

-··-

The Florist
84 Central St.

181 E xchange St

511 Main St.

BANGOR, MAINE
• • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • •••••••••• -+-+-+-+-+·0
i J • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Prescriptions

Compliments of

Gibson Cigar Store
Hammond St.

Soda

1

Ice Cream

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •0
........ • • • • • • • • • ...... • • • • • • • • • • • • -+-+-+-+0
............................................................-+-+-+-+-+ ......................... .

This is a Neighborhood Store
DON'T GO BY - COME BUY

The Corner Grocery
C. F . WINCHESTER

Tel. 1160

183 Park St.

........................................................................................
-·
_s ... . ..

.(

--- .... ,

Patron 1ze Our Advertlae••
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HARRY A. LI'l"l'LEFIELD, TREASURER

Eastern Trust and Banking Company
BANGOR, MAINE
Organized April 9, 1887
Paid Up Capital.. ........................................... $ 175,000
Additional Liability of Stockholders ............ 175,000
Surplus and Profits .............. :........................ 700,000
Deposits ............................................................ 7,500,000
Maintains a Savings Department paying interest on depo11its therein. Loan11 money
on Real Estate Mortgages at favorable rates. Receives deposits subject to check and
transacts a general Banking and trust company bu1ine11 .

.................. ...........................................

.
..........
.
•••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• •

·~

•••••••••••••••••••• 0 •••••••••••••

Harvard Dental School

DANT. SULLIVAN

Department of Harvard University

Sells

Graduates of this school admitted without examination in Sept., 1920, provided they have taken required subjects. One year in college is required for
entrance in 192r. Modern buildings and equipment.
Fall term opens Sept. 27, 1920. Degree of D. M. D.
Catalog.

OFFICE SUPPLIES
At 23 Central Street
•

• •••••• •••••••••••• •••••• •••• ••••

EUOENE H. SMITH, D. M. D., Dean, Boston, Mass •
•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ •

-$>

······················•••tt••········································
Formerly
All Work
Guaranteed

Edwards' Studio

A. J. FARRINGTON
PHOTOGRAPHER

Try Us For Your Class Photos
3 STATE STREET
BREWER, MAINE

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
-USE-

All the latest in

HAIR GOODS

JONES' CELEBRATED

To Let
Theatrical Wigs
and Beards

CODFISH

for all classes of
Entertainments

LOVERING'S

I

Jones' Codfish when put to the test
Will prove itself the very best;
It has no bones to kick about
As Jones always takes them out.
Packed by

ALFRED JONES' SONS

.................................. ................·..................
European Hair Store

.

AJS BRAND BONELESS

52 Main St., Bangor, Me.

Patronize Our Advortlaera

BANGOR MAINE
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L O•t I
Spring Patterns
with class and "pep"
Yes---the spring .styles have life
and snap to 'em. Let us show
you some of the real ones

JOHN T. CLARK CO.
Cor. State and Exchange St., Bangor, Me.
•
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